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"Women are like apples on a tree, each age has its own beauty. Every green apple grows at
the top of the tree, easy to touch, even before it has time to ripen. Soon it is picked, the fresh,
crispy taste is sure to be delicious. When the girls reach the most beautiful age, they will get
married. There are a few apples growing in the middle of the tree, there are people keeping
watch under the tree waiting for them. the apple is ripe, picking it at its most ripe, the taste is
really sweet, but there is a kind of woman that grows in the farthest reaches of the treetops,
enjoying all the scenery, calling herself a bar tall, men are not patient enough to go through all
the hardships, the women will not follow the clouds down, gradually, they will ripen while still on
the tree."The self-described humourous announcer, using his contrived mannerisms to express
his narrow point of view, let out a faint laugh in the room.

Starting from recent interpretations of paradoxical experiments in quantum physics--such as
those on nonlocality and decoherence--Michael Epperson has done a wonderful job of
exploring in detail the remarkable parallels in Alfred North Whitehead's philosophical analysis
of the transition from potentiality to actuality in elementary events.--- �Ian G. Barbour, author of
"Religion and Science" (Gifford Lectures Series)“This book explores the relationships between
Whiteheadian philosophy and quantum mechanics in quite significant detail (including
discussion of all nine Categorial Obligations!) Background needed to understand technical
aspects of either physics or of Whitehead's philosophy are concisely reviewed.”--- �Joseph
Earley, Sr., The Review of MetaphysicsThe book is highly recommended to everybody working
on or being seriously interested in the ontology of quantum physics.--- �Frank Hattich, Studies in
History and Philosophy of Modern PhysicsMany of us in the 'process' community have felt a
general congruity between Whitehead's cosmology and quantum theory, even though the latter
may have directly affected Whitehead's conceptuality only tangentially. We have been glad that
in the past decade there has been growing interest among quantum theorists in Whitehead's
thought. We especially welcome this remarkable volume. It proposes a correlation of
Whitehead's quite technical analysis of the phases of the concrescence of momentary
occasions and the strange account of quantum events to which the evidence has driven
physicists. At the very least, Michael Epperson has put forward ideas that warrant close
attention and point fruitful directions for further inquiry. We may have here a still more
successful work, which provides a definitive philosophical ground for quantum theory. In either
case, this is an important, as well as a brilliant, book.--- �John B. Cobb, Jr., Director, Center for
Process StudiesComing at a time when interest in correlating physics and Whitehead's
philosophy has been expanding exponentially, the appearance of Epperson's book is an event
of first importance. Employing the decoherence-based interpretation of quantum mechanics,
Epperson shows that it can be correlated rather precisely with Whitehead's notion of
'concrescence.' Besides thereby showing how Whitehead's philosophy brings out the
ontological significance of quantum mechanics, Epperson also demonstrates that students of
Whitehead's philosophy will understand it better by seeing quantum mechanics as a specific
exemplification of its general principles.--- �David Ray Griffin, author of "Religion and Scientific
Naturalism: Overcoming the Conflicts" --This text refers to the paperback
edition.ReviewEpperson has done a wonderful job showing what one of the most detailed
metaphysical theories of the 20th century--Whitehead's philosophy of process--contributes to



the interpretation of quantum mechanics. The book is highly recommended to anybody
interested in quantum physics. Frank Hattich - Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern
PhysicsEpperson's book is a clear and concerted effort to show how quantum mechanics slips
neatly into the clothes of Whitehead's conceptual scheme...that the decoherence theories of
Zurek, Gell-Mann, Omnès and others fit well with Whitehead's scheme of the genesis
('becoming') of his events ('actual occasions').Peter Simons - MetascienceThis book explores
the relationships between Whiteheadian philosophy and quantum mechanics in quite
significant detail (including discussion of all nine Categorial Obligations!) Background needed
to understand technical aspects of either physics or of Whitehead's philosophy are concisely
reviewed. Joseph Earley, Sr. - The Review of Metaphysics --This text refers to the
unknown_binding edition.About the AuthorMichael Epperson did his doctoral work at The
University of Chicago (Ph.D., 2003) under the direction of philosopher David Tracy and
physicist Peter Hodgson, Head of the Nuclear Physics Theoretical Group at the University of
Oxford. Epperson is the founder and director of the Center for Philosophy and the Natural
Sciences at California State University, Sacramento and is a Research Professor in the
Department of Philosophy and the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics. He is
Principal Investigator of his current research project, "Foundations of Relational Realism:
Logical Causality, Intrinsic Decoherence, and a Category-Theoretic Mereotopological Model of
Quantum Spacetime," funded by grants from the Fetzer-Franklin Fund and the John Templeton
Foundation/CTNS STARS program. Epperson's philosophical interests also include ethics and
just war theory, and his work in these areas includes the 2005 documentary film, The 11th Day,
(writer, producer) which chronicles the story of the Cretan civilian resistance against German
occupation in World War II. The documentary received critical acclaim in publications including
The Chicago Tribune, Canada's National Post, The Sacramento Bee, and Newsday. Exhibitions
have included a special advance screening requested by members of the United States
Congress in 2004, held at the Capitol, and at the British Embassy in Athens, Greece in 2009. --
This text refers to the unknown_binding edition.From the Inside Flap"Starting from recent
interpretations of paradoxical experiments in quantum physics—such as those on nonlocality
and decoherence—Michael Epperson has done a wonderful job of exploring in detail the
remarkable parallels in Alfred North Whitehead’s philosophical analysis of the transition from
potentiality to actuality in elementary events."IAN G. BARBOUR, author of "When Science
Meets Religion""Many of us in the ‘process’ community have felt a general congruity between
Whitehead’s cosmology and quantum theory, even though the latter may have directly affected
Whitehead's conceptuality only tangentially. We have been glad that in the past decade there
has been growing interest among quantum theorists in Whitehead’s thought. We especially
welcome this remarkable volume. It proposes a correlation of Whitehead's quite technical
analysis of the phases of the concrescence of momentary occasions and the strange account
of quantum events to which the evidence has driven physicists. At the very least, Michael
Epperson has put forward ideas that warrant close attention and point fruitful directions for
further inquiry. We may have here a still more successful work, which provides a definitive
philosophical ground for quantum theory. In either case, this is an important, as well as a
brilliant, book."JOHN B. COBB, JR., Director, Center for Process Studies"Coming at a time
when interest in correlating physics and Whitehead’s philosophy has been expanding
exponentially, the appearance of Epperson’s book is an event of first importance. Employing
the decoherence-based interpretation of quantum mechanics, Epperson shows that it can be
correlated rather precisely with Whitehead’s notion of ‘concrescence.’ Besides thereby showing
how Whitehead’s philosophy brings out the ontological significance of quantum mechanics,



Epperson also demonstrates that students of Whitehead’s philosophy will understand it better
by seeing quantum mechanics as a specific exemplification of its general principles."DAVID
RAY GRIFFIN, author of "Religion and Scientific Naturalism: Overcoming the Conflicts"--This
text refers to the unknown_binding edition.Read more
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The Present WomanWilliam DotsonAlthough there are not many thrilling scenes, it is just a
simple love story in everyday life, with gentle details and lines, but hidden deep in it is the
author's meaningful message. It is a lesson about faith, respect, love and perseverance in
pursuing your dreams. A divorced woman with children and a liberal woman combine into a
beautiful, warm love song that moves people.I hope you can see the meaningful side of this
story through my communication, maybe my writing is not smooth enough, and not excellent
enough, but I hope at least I can don't spoil a meaningful story like this, don't make it boring
and pointless.CHAPTER 1"Women are like apples on a tree, each age has its own beauty.
Every green apple grows at the top of the tree, easy to touch, even before it has time to ripen.
Soon it is picked, the fresh, crispy taste is sure to be delicious. When the girls reach the most
beautiful age, they will get married. There are a few apples growing in the middle of the tree,
there are people keeping watch under the tree waiting for them. the apple is ripe, picking it at
its most ripe, the taste is really sweet, but there is a kind of woman that grows in the farthest
reaches of the treetops, enjoying all the scenery, calling herself a bar tall, men are not patient
enough to go through all the hardships, the women will not follow the clouds down, gradually,
they will ripen while still on the tree."The self-described humourous announcer, using his
contrived mannerisms to express his narrow point of view, let out a faint laugh in the room.The
upper window is open, outside the city is covered with a velvet curtain, but God has forgotten
to scatter diamonds on that velvet cloth to embellish, on the ground electric lights shining like
countless intricately cut gems, gathered in one place. The floor-to-ceiling window was opened,
the city on high was still the same, the light breeze blew into the room and shook the
curtain.Place on the floor a bottle of rum, a plate of fruit. The girl who was sitting crosslegged
on the floor seemed to have lost her taste for wine, so she drank the glass in one go to vent
her anger.Her enthusiasm was cut off by the announcer, and even dissipated. Rarely having a
free Friday night, she bought herself a bottle of cherry wine, intending to comfortably sit and
listen to the radio while sipping fine wine.The topic of the other radio show was the troubles of
married life. Every day, countless women call to talk about issues such as husband and wife,
children, adultery, conflicts, long wars and unhappy families. Every phone call, someone wants
to commit suicide or even kill their husband, the words and phrases show that married life is in
despair and deadlock.And this performance made Duong Duong more sarcastic about married
life, both funny and stupid. She likes to drink, she is the only one in this world who despises
women who make her miserable because of marriage, and also proves that, up to this
moment, her decision is right.Long live single. At this moment when she was self-aware of
them, she involuntarily shouted.She was thirty-two years old now, and in two days she would
turn 33."You guys are talking about love and marriage with arrogance and coldness, proving
this conversation is funny, borrowing the person next to you to define your limits as if you're not
like any other woman. But at night, when the silence falls, they feel loneliness is a disease, and
then expect a love to fall from the sky."Yang Yang's chest felt like it was burned by fire, it was
anger, she couldn't wait to rush into the studio to grab the man's tie and slap it painfully, he was
the loner. Your whole family is lonely!She staggered to her feet, her body weight resting on the
floor, the sound of a momentary sufferer screaming.Her head hit the hard floor, making her
head dizzy.I should be brave, admit I'm lonely too.The next morning, the damn phone kept
ringing, and she dreamily pressed the answer button without even bothering to look at the
phone screen to see who was calling.On the other end of the line was her mother's simple,
natural yet humble voice, who said, "Will you come home the day after tomorrow?"Duong



Duong was startled awake, hugging the pillow over his head as a protective gear for his weak
heart. Because the next words will torture her. These are the words of experienced people, not
Arabic fairy tales."I can't because I'm busy with an unexpected business trip.""The day after
tomorrow is her birthday, do not return home but want to go somewhere else? Bao got married
and had children, but deliberately refused to listen, if she had listened to this mother's words
soon, now there would be someone beside her. Is it your birthday?""Mother... It's early in the
morning, okay?" Duong Duong buried his head in the pillow, imagining himself like an
ostrich."Because I was too lenient with you before, so now I made such a big mistake. The day
after tomorrow, you will return home and celebrate a warm birthday with everyone."Don't sound
like you won't be able to live like that if you don't join me for my birthday!"I don't want it! It's not
even your birthday, I invited all the children from the kindergarten to come, the cakes are said
to be made in Duong Duong's style, but there's no part of it that's yours!" Talking about this,
she became angry, her niece was born on the same day of the same month as her, that's why
her mother made her aunt and uncle's birthday on the same day.The first year when her
grandchild turned one year old, everyone in the family surrounded the child and wished this
and that, but she was left aside, she ate the cake with the written word in happiness, in her
heart no any comparison.Then a few years later, just like this, everyone in the family gathered
around her grandchild, the random glances directed at her didn't mean any good, because the
first sentence was always as long as it was with respect. about the debut here?A few years
passed, when her grandchild was able to walk and run and was taken by her mother to the
kindergarten to make friends, that birthday immediately turned into an amusement park, the
baby was covered in dirt, crying. call her mother, adults are busy comforting children, see it as
fun. Duong Duong was thrown aside for the second time, she is now an adult, smiling face at
the bad kid, watching, a child ran past her, so she couldn't stand it, so she put her feet up.
causing it to stumble.So her birthday basically didn't want to think about it. Her mother later
heard only sighed, said: "This year we will book a few tables in the restaurant, invite your
friends to come, how do you feel.""I'll spend the money, but I'm not going anywhere.""Money,
money, money, what do I want your money to do, I want you to get married and have children
but you don't even bring a boyfriend home!" Mother also began to be grumpy."Mom...""Don't
call me mom!"Only the long, cold beeping remained in the phone. Mother Duong once again
felt iron forged but could not produce steel, so she was indignant. Bowing his head, he met her
curious little face, resting his warm cheek on her knee, looking at her with pure innocent
eyes.Mother Duong's heart was as soft as mud and picked up her grandchild. She just wanted
her child to have a landing, but she deliberately opposed her. Children, even with such success
in career, without a happy family, cannot be said to be a kind of happiness.Yang Yang turned to
the skyscrapers in the city and raised his middle finger: "fXck."She will not compromise, this
moment will not, not even in the future, she will probably be a spendthrift and live, not because
of loneliness but arbitrarily grabbing someone to get married.Wait ten years, twenty years from
now, she will be as happy as she is now. End of Chapter 1(*): The title ie 'thus is ripe' means
that the female has reached the age of nine (Duong is also about to turn 33).------oOo-----
Chapter [02: ]: Yang Yang's girlfriend's first love and boyfriend's first loveDuong Duong has two
first loves. One is a girlfriend's first love, the other is a boyfriend's first love.First love, girlfriend
named Lisa, went to high school with Duong Duong, the relationship is so close that Bra can
exchange often, the two people over three years to become close, one more year to turn the
closeness. They became lovers, but less than a year, the relationship broke down, finally
realizing that closeness is the most suitable for two people, so they continue to be good
friends.During her new job, Duong Duong had her first love with a boyfriend, she made friends



with her superior Hua Hien Vu because of her new position, in the process of working together,
their friendship gradually changed, Finally, on a stormy night, Duong Duong calmly spoke out
about her feelings, Hua Hien Vu was moved to respond to her feelings, the two quickly agreed,
it's embarrassing anyway, it's better to develop a relationship. this romantic but taboo office love
relationship a little early.The relationship between the two is extremely stable, but no matter
how good it is, it can't beat the salary. Compared with the ambition of a stubborn woman, the
fragile self-esteem of a man turns into a fragile glass.Duong Duong quickly climbed to the
position of Director, but this time her ambition was to have a position with the word 'General' in
front, although now is not the right time, but she believes that she just needs to be patient.
determined possible.Hua Hien Vu is waiting for her to be a good wife and daughter-in-law,
helping her husband teach children outside to easily please his parents.A bitter conflict began
to arise. After two people calmly sat in a small meeting room of the company to talk, a fierce
argument took place, Hua Hien Vu blurted out a sentence "we break up", Yang Yang felt like he
had lifted a burden, took a long breath of relief, and said, "Fine, then break up."At that time,
Hua Hien Vu was stunned, this heartless Duong Duong had a previous intention.Hua Hien Vu
saw her passing by and grabbed her hand and said, "I don't mean that, I mean..."Duong Duong
kissed him lightly on the cheek, saying: "We should have said these words earlier, but it's not
too late anyway. Colleague Hua Tien, you should go find your Bach To Trinh.""Duong Duong,
do you finally... love me?" Hua Hien Vu vented his anger. Duong Duong blinked, long eyelashes
blinked, she said: "On what basis do you say I don't love you?""But right now I don't have a bit
of pain, even more comfortable than you?"In this situation, there should have been a scene
like, the girl knelt down holding the boy's hand crying and begging bitterly: "I don't want to leave
you, please, don't leave me."But the current situation is different, in this life Duong Duong hates
chauvinists (extremist).She raised her foot, used the tip of her high heel shoe to kick him right
at his crotch, she was like a tall and high queen looking at Hua Hien Vu with disdain: "So you
behave like everyone else. another man, don't let me feel nauseous when I think of
you.""Farewell, you can't be friends" is not Duong Duong's motto, she and Lisa are secret, and
Hua Hien Vu is a colleague, let Hua Hien Vu leave the company alone to build a relationship in
the future. business, the two can still maintain contact.One thing that Duong Duong feels like a
failure is to bring his girlfriend's first love and his boyfriend's first love together.On a Valentine's
Day of a certain year, Duong Duong made the wrong decision to go to a bar to drink, the
atmosphere here was filled with the taste of lovers, she sat drinking whiskey again, the scene
in front of her eyes not only excites me. liking her, also evoking the feeling of helplessness in
her, she freed her hands to dial two numbers, an hour later, her girlfriend's first love and her
boyfriend's first love happily walked in and sat next to her, then a few hours later , they left her
in the bar and went to the hotel to rent a room.From that day, Duong Duong, when he heard his
first love or the names of those two people, his nerves immediately reacted the same. The
other two are having the best sex while making love... don't mention her, even more don't want
to be used as a love potion to quickly climax, anyway don't tell her this, or else she will throw
the other girl into the brothel, and castrate the man as an eunuch in the palace.And their love
has finally blossomed, and plans to get married one day soon, because of this, Lisa has
harassed Yang Yang countless times, hoping Yang Yang can give them a few minutes.
Opinions, the wedding should be held in a good hotel, the wedding dress should be bought or
rented, the wedding should be held in European style or according to Chinese tradition. From
Lisa to Hua Hien Vu, every day he brags to her that he is very happy.Unable to bear this
trouble any longer, Duong Duong changed the two people's names in the phone book to
cheater~ whore~ to hate.At just 5 am, Lisa called her, hoping that she would not forget a few



days until the wedding, by then she hoped Duong Duong would wear a tailcoat and a shirt in
the right way to be a bridesmaid, which This was once described by her in a dream, Lisa is
always a dreamy girl, the two will walk together in the aisle.Duong Duong once very rationally
analyzed Lisa's dreams, thinking that this girl going through puberty is not realistic at all, so
even if she agrees to any wish, with a paranoid tinge, she will not participate. attend.Lisa said
on the phone: "I can guess the beginning but not the ending."She imagines Duong Duong with
long hair in a tailcoat and her in a beautiful wedding gown, hand in hand walking down the
aisle, after all, Lisa is the bride and she is the bridesmaid.Duong Duong was sleepy to death,
couldn't feel Lisa's imagination, so he painfully raised the white flag. She casually said one
sentence: "Have you finished talking yet?"If a woman in love loses interest, the consequences
will be extremely serious, so this tribulation continued to follow Duong Duong from 5 am to 8
am, moreover, Lisa did not even let Duong Duong hang up the phone, and asked Duong
Duong to focus on this issue.Duong Duong went to work with two dark eyes, secretly cursing
the adulterous couple ~ in his heart.End of Chapter 2------oOo-----Chapter [03: ]: There is a
kind of woman who calls a sheep personThe company requires nine hours to go to work, the
management staff stipulate that employees at all levels must arrive at the company at least 15
minutes earlier, female employees wear silk scarves, makeup, leather shoes, fragrant
perfumes; and male employees wear suits and suitable bags.In order to be close to the
company, Duong Duong bought a single apartment in that area. It only took a few minutes to
walk to the company in the morning, so she constantly received the full bonus, especially at
traffic situation is increasingly congested as it is now, she can happily laugh at the elites on the
crowded overpass for several hours.The early morning of the weekend is not good when
thinking about Lisa calling for a while, she entered the elevator and then automatically stood in
a corner inside, leaning against the advertisement, closed her eyes to rest, a busy morning
Busy with the flavor of soy milk and crackers, a group of people also quickly entered the
elevator, in the narrow space filled with all kinds of flavors.The man on the left ate chicken tea
seeds, that rotten smell only needed to hit someone's nose and he wanted to die again flying
towards her.Duong Duong tried his best to avoid the guy with his tea chicken seeds. The
person on the left has an elegant perfume smell, making her feel happy and comfortable, she
tries to control the emotion of wanting to go to the other side, trying to make herself appear like
a normal person, not must be a mental patient. At this moment, she was confused when she
heard someone gently say, "We've reached the 33rd floor."Duong Duong quickly recovered his
spirit and followed the person out.It was less than 9 o'clock, Duong Duong suddenly
remembered that today he had to make a month-end summary plus the early-month plan. The
thought of having to meet continuously all morning made her want to bang her head on the
table.She didn't have much impression on the person with that pleasant scent, only clearly
remembering that the other's uniforms fit his delicate figure, remembering that there are not
many people in the company with such a small waist, the only person with such a small waist.
The most that can make her immediately think of, is Nhan Ham*.*Hot in fans, vibrate.Nhan
Ham is the only person in this world who can make her look uncomfortable from head to toe,
she has a completely negative attitude towards Nhan Ham, so the good impression just now is
immediately dismissed. determined.What's with the pleasant scent of perfume, isn't it about
using money to buy it, who can't buy it with money.While thinking, a few elites from the
marketing department entered, and the last one was Nhan Ham, a blue uniform with a white
shirt on the collar inlaid with precious stones, based on Nhan Ham's dignity, stones. The other
quarter is not fake either. Nhan Ham has elegant makeup, light and long, curved eyebrows,
beautiful almond eyes, it's already beautiful enough without drawing dark eyes, normally



always uses light lipstick, the overall image looks very happy and comfortable. roof. Women
can easily rely on makeup to enhance their youthful beauty, it is also very difficult to do this
skillfully, but Nhan Ham is truly a brave person.Contrary to Nhan Ham, Duong Duong seems
much hotter, the most suitable lipstick color for her is bright red, this lipstick color done
incorrectly will create a mouth like blood, on the contrary, the more making her facial features
become more beautiful and beautiful.As soon as Nhan Ham entered the door, he immediately
felt a bullet-shaped gaze from sales manager Duong Duong.Just when she raised her eyes to
look to the other side, Yang Yang was calmly flipping through the document, as if the gaze just
now was just her illusion.This is not the first time she has been peeped, if she didn't know that
Duong Duong was hostile to her soon, she would think that this woman liked her. Duong
Duong likes her, how is that possible. Nham Ham lowered his head and smiled at himself, a
little self-loving.Duong Duong and the people in his sales room laughed and talked, turned to
the people of the marketing department with a smile, was contemptuous, hostile, and sarcastic,
the demonstration was really complicated. cannot be described.The marketing department and
the sales department have had a long-standing enmity, due to the attitude of the two
department heads, Duong Duong, towards the marketing department's monthly plan, which is
not fluently expressed, while the subordinates say that the That's not realistic, and then they
just point and say bad things behind their backs.The people of the marketing department also
don't like Yang Yang and the sales staff, a bunch of old men talking every day is all about
money and money, no matter what marketing does, there's only one sentence in business, you
can make money. are not?Trivial! Marketing department at the level of sales department is an
exact word.The first meeting was Duong Duong's month-end summary, her report was always
very simple, how much is the goal this month, how much is it accomplished, the numbers on
the chart all explain the work. month clearly.The sales department not only exceeded the target
completion rate, but also accumulated a number of potential customers in the following
months, which is truly a congratulatory news.Duong Duong smiled like he didn't laugh, just
criticizing the marketing department's plan, which was both too much and unrealistic, so no
one wanted to complete it, the person on the other side was as gray as ashes, everyone
wanted to hold a stack of documents. hit her.The people of the other division kept quiet, for this
scene of chickens fighting with each other, we see many familiarities, whoever plays, plays,
what we do.Nhan Ham opened the PPT computer, in addition to comparing the data and
analyzing the month-end plan, he showed the next month's market plan, then on the PPT was
the "love office*" plan. "The first thing to do is to congratulate the owner's child for a full month,
below is to organize a birthday party to celebrate Duong Duong's 33 years old.*offices get
closer together.Thirty-three years old... Everyone's eyes were on Duong Duong, the number
above reminded everyone that Director Duong was completely an adult girl, until now there has
been no news of any marriage. , on her hand is not wearing a diamond ring, according to
current parlance, it is an over-aged girl.Duong Duong almost broke the fountain pen worth
nearly ten thousand dong in his hand, Nhan Ham, this enemy and I will not forget!Nhan Ham
for the second time accepted the hatred, secretly thinking that there are some people in his
heart who think that the opponent is an enemy, then every place looks like an enemy, Duong
Duong thinks that she deliberately made it difficult for her, even though If she explains to
Duong Duong, the other person will also think this is a mockery.Nhan Ham opened the PPT
again, couldn't help but be surprised, this love plan was hers, but the rest of the content was
added by her subordinates, she didn't realize the intention before. of subordinates, from Nhan
Ham's perspective, this beautiful PPT is no different from just giving her a slap.Yang Yang
quickly swallowed his resentment, and said in a gentle manner to everyone: "Thank you for the



good intentions of Director Nhan, the birthday party has not been prepared in time, but the gifts
are inevitable. I hope everyone actively promotes the friendship of colleagues, just choose an
expensive place to buy."After the meeting ended, Duong Duong brought the sales office staff
back to the office, she walked all the way in front, high heels hitting the floor could kill people,
like the female Ebook Tops soldier leading the group. heroic army.After Nhan Ham finished
cleaning up the computer, the staff with a smiley face immediately surrounded her."This time
we made her so awkward in front of her, I don't know if we have any hatred or not?" The
speaker is obviously not afraid at all, on the contrary, he is also gloating and proud."How can
we be so evil, a woman's age is a secret, how could we be told." Another person suppressed
his emotions and wanted to laugh."But it's just that I don't think it's true, I don't think, this
demon girl is probably over thirty, she still doesn't seem to have any intention of getting
married...""Even the object doesn't have it.""But I heard someone said she was raised by the
old man.""Who?""Is it the boss of the corporation?""Probably someone else..."Nhan Ham
heard the conversation getting more and more excessive, showing signs of slander, she
coughed lightly and said, "Don't spread baseless news here, go back to work.""Mister Yan,
aren't you happy?" staff asked her.Nhan Ham gently said: "I also don't like being told my
age."Everyone just woke up at this time, Nhan Ham and Duong Duong, they seem to be the
same age.Seeing that all employees were silent, Nhan Ham said: "Okay, everyone don't think
too much, now go back to work, the Marketing department next month is quite active, everyone
remember to try. try to finish.""Yes !"When there was no one left, Nhan Ham lowered her head
and sighed, this front is getting worse and worse, she also doesn't know who launched the
enemy first, but hate doesn't know where it came from.*********Duong Duong only knows that
she has problems with Nhan Ham, really, she only knows how to constantly provoke her anger,
making her grumpy like a firebreathing dragon.On the way back, she saw employees in the
company huddled together to talk, looking at her pointing, she immediately suspected that
those people were discussing her age. Did no one remind Nhan Ham that the most important
secret of a woman is age? And Nhan Ham is also a mature woman over thirty years old.Yang
Yang narrowed his eyes, if Nhan Ham appeared in front of her, he would definitely bite him to
death.In the midst of frustration, the assistant director came into the office, Duong Duong told
her to make her a cup of coffee, specifically noting clearly that she wanted black coffee without
sugar, without milk, the coffee used to make must be coffee to in the drawer on the left on the
top floor.The assistant again brought her a three-in-one coffee, but Duong Duong only said two
sentences that the little girl ran out, and said that the director bullied her, making Yang Yang
look like a woman. evil supporting actress and the other girl is the female lead Bach Lien
Hoa.Duong Duong called the human resources department and said that if the person wants to
resign, please ask her to roll right away. In the future, it is best to give her someone who can
handle the job well, not a few students. Every day, he licked his lips beside her.What the hell is
this day that bad luck keeps coming back once in a while?"I heard that when she got mad at
her assistant, she made the little girl in the family cry?" People who talk with humor, easy-to-
listen voice can go to dub commercials."Getting the news too fast, you talkative." Duong Duong
raised his head, leaning his chin on the head of the after-sales service department, his
beautiful face revealed a grimace as if he had eaten bitter gourd.That person with the last
name Dao, whose name is unknown, everyone calls her Dao Tu, openly sex, has always been
proud to be gay, at the company immediately became friends with a few women.The soft male
voice on the phone is comforting, but he's also known as a gay guy with charming eyes and
elegant gestures.Yang Yang said, "You didn't come just for this little thing, did you?"Sister Dao
Tu pulled out a chair in front of her desk, lifted her legs, leaned down, turned around and



began to say trigrams: "I heard that you laughed at Tieu Long Nu first, then Tieu Long Nu
became a grandmother. shame on the spot."Tieu Long Nu is a special nickname given to Nhan
Ham.Killing the monk Thai is Duong Duong's nickname, coming from the fact that the
competitors in the company who wanted to overthrow the Yang sect were all wiped out by
her. ."Ha, ha ha, ha ha ha." Duong Duong smiled coldly in response."How do you see
this?"Yang Yang's gaze turned into a laser that wanted to penetrate him: "Did you put the tape
recorder this time?""No, this time it's me taking notes." Billionaire Dao Tu waved his hand and
said. "My answer is wise, go back to your room and do your thing, be careful this month's
bonus I won't give you a penny!" Duong Duong said fiercely. "It's disgusting!" Dao Tu Ty
pretended to dab her tears and said, "Actually, I still don't know, why do you hate Tieu Long Nu
so much?""I don't hate her, why should I hate her?" Duong Duong gritted his teeth. "So
envy.""Does she have anything worthy of my envy?" Yang Yang almost wanted to crush his
fangs.Jealousy, envy, who is jealous of Nhan Ham! There was a roar in Yang Yang's head!
However, what if she just didn't meet Nhan Ham's eyes like that, so what?This unsightly type
has existed for a long time, when she had to wear high heels to stand at the top of the street to
catch public transport under the blazing sun, Nhan Xin was on a plane to Yunnan, Kunming to
join the festival. suggest some wind. When she was at the pub smiling and making a good old
man, Nhan Ham wore Armani's dress at a high-class dinner party and talked with civilized
people... Nhan Ham had to pay for anything, everything was fine. none of them, but want to
achieve the highest position with her.So she didn't look right, from her hair to the tip of her
toes, as long as it was Nhan Ham, it didn't satisfy her eyes."Aiii~ a woman's heart is always so
complicated. I heard a famous person say that such insults without reason are due to jealousy,
so...""This thought is a bit far, you get the hell out of me." Duong Duong pointed at the door and
said.Dao Tu Ty elegantly stood up and said, "Okay, you're in a bad mood, I won't disturb
you."Only now did I know that her mood was not good, so what was the look in her eyes just
now."Actually, I also came to ask her a question, how do you plan to calculate your
birthday!""Get out now!!!!!!" Duong Duong at this moment is not Dieu absolute monk Thai
anymore, but Mai Sieu Phong.End of Chapter 3Note: Dao Tu Ty is actually a man, called san-
ba nan, meaning a man but with a woman's soul, it means gay/beloved, but I don't know what
words to use, so I'll just leave it as it is. go from there------oOo-----Chapter [04: ]: A dreamy
glass of wineHappy Birthday to you... Happy Birthday to you...The voice transmitted on the
other phone is the performance of the younger brother in the house, communicated through
the phone to Duong Duong, because she did not return home today.Yang Nuannuan's birthday
party was held in a hotel, and the family generously gave the little princess Yang family a
birthday gift box.Yang Yang, this old lady who loved her, even stayed away from the situation as
if she wanted to make people cry, hiding alone in this cold city was indeed a bit lonely.The
meaning of the words that came out of her brother's mouth really made her want to go
crazy.The guy who purposely wasn't afraid of death, but also expressed his love for his beloved
second sister, decided to force the whole family to sing together for her. The loud voice of the
younger brother plus the sound of the younger brothers and sisters made Duong Duong laugh
and cry.Nuan Nuan's weak voice came: Auntie, I want you to ask auntie, when will you bring
me home...Yang Yang frowned and said, "Just tell Grandma, I want to save the world, so I don't
have time to find my uncle."Sure enough, the pure little princess told her grandmother
verbatim. Her mother got angry and grabbed her cell phone: "How did I give birth to an unfilial
daughter like you!""I don't know, ask yourself." Yang Yang's face was not red and he did not
dare to say something that was against the law.*face is not red, heart is not beating, implying
not to worry.* great disobedience: insolence, loss of teaching.The conversation quickly ended,



the little princess on the other side was surrounded by family members, accepting everyone's
blessings.On this side, the old lady in front of the mirror brushed her lips with beautiful lipstick,
she took a small black bag, wore a finely carved belt, glanced at herself in the mirror, the
corner of her mouth lifted up a charming smile. : "Find a nice birthday."She leisurely walked out
of the house, took a taxi in front of the sub-district door and informed her where she wanted to
go tonight: "Go to the Traveler's bar." This street has at least hundreds of bars, the number of
bars opening and closing every year is countless.There are two bar stalls struggling for nearly
ten years in the rain and wind without falling, separated by a small road, one is called the
Traveler, the other is called the Returner.Perhaps in response to this name, in The Returner,
there are lovers everywhere, and in the Traveler, all are lonely passersby, lonely, sad, but
helpless... Here are all lonely people, all come here with a purpose, looking for prey or
intending to become prey of others.Lady Duong is indeed a hunter, her eyes can't be stopped
at night, her eyes are like an X-ray that penetrates the wall and emits a seductive aura.She sat
on a high transparent chair at the bar, the bartender asked her what wine she wanted to drink,
Duong Duong said: "I haven't decided yet, do you have anything good to recommend?""What
kind of outcome do you want?""Dream daydreaming."Pushing a glass of clear liquid in front of
her, Yang Yang took it and took a sip, frowning: "Choking, this is obviously mixed wine."The
bartender smiled mischievously, one cheek showed a very deep dimple, said: "I'm just an
employee, I can't invite you to drink expensive wine." Yang Yang immediately saw the meaning
of this person, said: "I accept this wine."Drinking alcohol on a sad person makes her even more
sad, Duong Duong sticks out her tongue, strong alcohol like burning her stomach can't make it
difficult for her. In the past few years, because of her position, she has been drinking more wine
than drinking water.She finished this glass, a little dreamy, in the bar stood up dimly, arousing
lust, stimulant hormones filled the space."I don't want to go back alone tonight." Yang Yang
mumbled, the deafening music made her voice turn into a monologue."Tonight, I want to find
someone who can make me sweat, preferably someone who makes me crazy for one night."
Duong dreamily smiled and stood up.Tonight is going to be a very long night.She didn't stop
wanting to drink, and the more she drank, the more awake she became, and it became more
and more difficult to be confused.If starting a day with a headache, paralysis, and a dry mouth
and dry tongue, Duong Duong would rather go into a coma than wake up.The bright sunlight
woke her up, bringing her from a sweet dream back to a cruel reality.It only took her a minute to
wake up to realize that this was not her home, a strange room with a strange taste.She lies on
a large bed, pure white, under which is an extremely soft mattress, her hair is not disordered,
her clothes are not dirty, and it is unbelievably clean.She twisted her neck, left, right...Then his
eyes stopped at the foot of the bed.A girl with her back to her wearing clothes, long messy hair
slightly bent, her body was wearing a gray uniform, this kind of beauty made her feel familiar,
but... it was her company's summer uniform, which someone...I wonder if anyone in this world
has such a delicate belt... Nhan Ham!Duong Duong turned over and lay face down on the bed,
thinking that she would bury her head under the pillow and die, she thought that she would
rather wake up at this time, in the boss's room, and absolutely not in Nhan Ham's bed. awake,
even though his clothes are still neat.Her body was extremely numb, with clothes on or not it
could still be felt. The only thing that is not clear is whether or not something happened
yesterday, who took the initiative, or whether the two of them took the initiative.Let her die, die
a little completely, it's best to evaporate.Nhan Ham slowly buttoned her shirt, pretending not to
know that the person on the bed had woken up, also pretending that she didn't see the
expression of regret in the magnified face in the large mirror.She was like a normal day,
dressed properly and went to the bathroom. It's just that today there is one more



sequence.She opened the drawer and pulled out the clothes that the other had taken off
yesterday and neatly placed them at the foot of the bed, before walking to the door and saying
to the other, "You can sleep a little longer."Someone was lying on the bed protesting like being
electrocuted.Yang Yang sat up and said: "I can't be stupid for a moment." She sat up, hugged
her clothes, and frantically put her hands and feet on. Bra? As long as you don't wear
underwear, you can't wear it, but how do you wear it...When Nhan Ham put away the
toothbrush, Duong Duong had already put on clothes on a hot sexy body, at this moment her
hair was messy, like a fierce woman in the middle of the night running like crazy.She stood
behind Nhan Ham, an angry look on her face, and said, "No matter what happened yesterday,
it doesn't mean anything, you know?"Nhan Ham did not show any attitude, she guessed that
Yang Yang's intention was to want her to completely lose her memory, if it was like this, she
could only cooperate.End of Chapter 4Saying people doesn't make any sense, but later on
clinging to people =,=------oOo-----Chapter [05: ]: Clear Awakening"We... are all adults, we have
to know how to deal with this kind of situation, don't I need to teach you?" Duong Duong put on
a joking look, crossed his arms, and said to the person in the mirror.She swore she'd just seen
someone smirk in the mirror, an expression she called contempt.Yang Yang silently gritted his
teeth, tacitly admitting that his attitude and hers were similar.Waiting for her to go to the door of
the subdivision, suddenly a thought appeared in her mind, a thought flashed like a bolt of
lightning that slashed her into two pieces — Is Nhan Ham a person in the world?This feeling of
amazement can be compared to discovering Nhan Ham is an alien, or it is like knowing she is
a transsexual, perhaps the latter two do not have the same perception that makes her
surprised. so.This world is so small, that world is terrible. (meaning GG world)Duong Duong
hugged her head that hurt like a hammer, staggered under the shade of a cornfield by the
roadside, hugged her head and leaned against a big tree, that dreamy glass of wine, although
delicious, couldn't make her love it.Alcohol can be good, it can be bad, for someone like Duong
Duong who doesn't fall in front of the whole table, today is an exception, in fact at that time she
couldn't control herself so she didn't think. with Nhan Ham to bed.Who is Nhan Ham, someone
she can't see in this world.Damn. She squeezed into the elevator while silently scolding
herself.The voice of the next person talking into her ears was magnified many times, tilting her
head to the side, she rested her head on the cold doorpost. "Manager?" The person next to
him shook Duong Duong's hand. Yang Yang quickly woke up, hiding his slightly red eyes and
staring at the other person: "What's wrong?"The short employee pointed to the number that
appeared and said, "The elevator has reached the 40th floor now."Duong Duong looked up and
saw that number, her mind was full of confusion: "Why did you tell me now? Also, why did you
follow me up here?" The other employee looked a bit troubled, embarrassed to hide his
feelings, said: "I see the director as a lost soul, afraid of you...""I'm fine, thank you for worrying."
Duong Duong shook his head, raised his hand to his forehead to catch the wind, in his mind
like an orchestra was playing gongs and drums."Good morning.""Good morning." Duong
Duong smiled to greet his colleagues, as soon as he entered the office his whole body was
drooping, his bones were sluggish.Duong Duong originally intended to take a break, but saw a
pile of pending documents on the table, had to give up the lazy thought, just hoping to finish it
smoothly today.Nhan Ham seemed to turn into a tree that took root in Duong Duong's heart,
like a grain of sand flying into her eyes, when resting, whenever someone next to her
mentioned this name, she was shocked and overwhelmed.But elsewhere, Nhan Ham also fell
into a trance, her hand holding a fountain pen, looking at the words on the contract, but
thinking that she didn't know where she had flown to.That person wanted her to lose her
memory, but this is not so simple, Duong Duong drank alcohol, but she did not, the things that



happened last night, she was sober and remembered very well, from the beginning to the end.
until the end, even when she woke up once at dawn, she still heard Duong Duong drunk
talking.Nhan Ham sighed loudly, this is naturally not an easy thing.Nhan Ham met Duong
Duong's face at the door of the office, the distance was about 2m, normally Duong Duong
would be like an arrogant gorilla, raising his sharp chin, eyes provocative, Nhan Ham back and
forth like that. One just smiled, showing no response.This time, Yang Yang's eyes were not
provocative, she turned her gaze away, quickly walking past her.Nhan Ham lowered his head,
thinking to himself why this person is as innocent as a child in kindergarten.Turning on the
faucet to rush, while Duong Duong's mind was wandering somewhere, she bewilderedly looked
at herself in the mirror, watching the expression on her face for a long time.She had regained
consciousness, her nerves were starting to work again, like a rewinding clock reflecting the
image of what had happened last night. A series of images ran through her head, knocking her
back in time.She clearly remembers that night she drank many glasses of so-called dreamy
wine, in fact it was mixed wine, then she got drunk, in the middle of a gap, while vaguely
someone asked her who had able to bring her back, she shouted a name, Nhan Ham.Yes, it's
Nham Ham! With a cry like that, what happened next was unimaginable.Someone took her cell
phone, I don't know how long it took, someone came over and helped her up, a helpless
expression appeared under the dim lamp and flickering candlelight.Such a look really made
her feel disgusted, feeling like she was a cockroach in that person's eyes.The more the road is
not allowed to go, the more Duong Duong wants to crash, the result... causing disaster.As a
result, the person involved denies himself.It was her who took the initiative to go into Nhan
Ham's room, took the initiative to take off her clothes to take a shower, fortunately without
using shower gel and shampoo, then squirmed until she fell on Nhan Ham's bed.Later...Yang
Yang's face was white and bloodless...The next story is not for children under 18 years old, the
image makes her extremely embarrassed, but she hugged Nhan Ham's waist and said she
didn't want to be alone tonight, she needed a waiter. .Nhan Ham asked: "Do you drink
alcohol?"She said, she is more sober than any time.Then she pushed Nhan Ham down, also
she pressed on Nhan Nham's body, took Nhan Ham's hand and stroked her body, the
movement was extremely loving, she took the initiative to bring Nhan Ham along with pleasure,
when the alcohol caught her. The beginning of summer is also the time to bring a feeling of
comfort, she hastily let out a hum..And Nhan Ham also followed her will, did not shake her
hand, hugged her, lightly bit her neck.It was Duong Duong who encouraged Nhan Ham to
continue going down, drunk with her sweet honey, the two of them were ecstatic, she was like
a young woman without sex for a long time bringing all the sweet flavors to Nhan Ham.When
the body reached the climax like a strong electric current passed through, she hugged Nhan
Han's neck, her hands were interlaced with all hers, her lips were glued to Nhan Han's soft lips,
opened, and brought her tongue. He squeezed it tightly into Nhan Ham's mouth, like a thirsty
man who wouldn't let go of a single drop of water..Duong Duong recalled that hot image, his
eyes gradually narrowed, preventing his cheeks from turning red, a sadness rose in his heart,
wanting to bury the whole person in the water.How can she take the initiative to ask Nhan Ham
to treat her like that, this is as easy as saying!She clearly remembers that in the end, she did
not turn over Nhan Ham, which proves that Nhan Ham is not necessarily a person in the world,
at most she only comforts herself once for Duong Duong, maybe now her heart is filled with
hate.Duong Duong was extremely angry and disgusted with himself when he was drunk, and
secretly scolded himself for not being human.In the early morning of the week, it was not
because of the changing relationship of Nhan Ham and Duong Duong that the meeting
stopped, still starting as usual. After a while, everyone had arrived, and everyone discovered



that today's atmosphere suddenly became strange.The person has not changed, neither has
increased nor decreased, and no outsiders have appeared, but the two people's usual strong
aura is deliberately hidden.Nhan Han's eyes were glued to the computer screen, one hand
resting on his chin, blocking the probing gaze of the person next to him.On this side, Yang Yang
chose a position far away in the corner, looked down at the pile of documents, and did not raise
his head for a moment.What's going on here?Yang Yang coughed lightly, making a hoarse
voice, and said, "Have you come enough?"Everyone silently said: "It's early enough, who told
the director to always keep his head down?""Then let's start the meeting." After Duong Duong
finished speaking, he sat down.During the meeting, Duong Duong and Nhan Ham's eyes
accidentally touched each other and refused to cross each other.The person sitting in the
chairman position clearly witnessed this scene, their eyes seemed to want to avoid each other
more.At the end of the meeting, the old general asked Duong Duong to stay and said, "Come
to my office, we can talk for a bit."End of Chapter 5------oOo-----Chapter [06: ]: Unforgettable
old love"Sit down." General Kieu took the place of Duong Duong and pulled out a chair, telling
her to sit down.Yang Yang comfortably sat down on the chair but felt uncomfortable, as if this
was not a chair, but a torture device.General Kieu circled around the large table and sat down
in his chair, his hands clasped in front of his chest, propping his chin, his bright eyes that could
see through everything stopped on Duong Duong's face.Yang Yang felt his face heat up, feeling
that he would be seen in everything in front of the General Manager.She said: "Did you call me
to see me?"If that's the case, Duong Duong is willing to stand here and let General Kieu see
it.General Kieu said: "I have only been away for four days, when I returned, the company
immediately changed. You, and also Tieu Nhan, what happened to the two of you during this
time?""No problem." Duong Duong bowed his head.General Kieu leaned over the large table to
hold her hand, the warmth of his palm spread to Yang Yang's heart, and sincerely said, "When
will you be able to live peacefully with Tieu Nhan?""We don't have any problems... ok, I admit
we both have a bit of a conflict, but this has nothing to do with work." Duong Duong originally
intended to continue, but was afraid of being despised by General Kieu, and finally had to
admit it."Is there really no problem?" General Kieu smiled as if he was not smiling, making
Duong Duong get goosebumps."We...""You must know the company's regulations very well,
what is the first thing?""I didn't talk to her about love!" Duong Duong suddenly remembered
that taboo, fell in love at the office, died! So trembled and blurted out.The old man narrowed his
eyes: "Why did you think of this?"The first thing is obviously harmony and unity, when will it
become a love story, could it be that someone has a demon in their heart?Duong Duong forced
a smile to hide his shame, his eyes hid, just afraid that the old president's eyes could see
through it all.When it comes to Kieu Han Thoi, Yang Yang only has admiration for her, an
unpretentious look like the flowing river water.She is a legendary character, over the past few
decades has completely seniority to write autobiography, titled "The Life of a Legendary
Woman".A twenty-something-year-old girl was determined to become a person who was not
inferior to anyone, so she gave up her leisurely work to go out into business, choosing a
difficult and arduous path. Duong Duong also because of admiring this person, decided to
follow her.When Kieu Han Thoi started his career, Duong Duong was just an ambitious student
who had just graduated from college, without hesitation giving up other opportunities to choose
this path. At the same time, Nhan Ham came to the company and joined the sales team.And
the two are like a pair of unjust family, as long as they go to the same place, the people around
can feel the atmosphere and become awkward. Why is this so, Kieu Han Thoi herself could not
find the cause, everyone is her indispensable assistant, but there is no way to combine those
two poles."I really can't deal with the two of you." Kieu Han Thoi frowned and said, "Today is



especially strange, I didn't quarrel with her. Since when did the leopard with its long claws lose
its fighting strength?" Kieu Han Thoi laughed and teased.Duong Duong did not understand but
felt guilty, said: "Kieu Sister, this is nothing special, I am still me, she is still her, we are still the
same." "I didn't say anything has changed between the two of you, why are you so excited?"
Kieu Han Thoi smiled as if not smiling at her.Duong Duong was afraid that he would stand
dumbfounded in this place for a few more minutes, and Kieu Han Thoi would see that his
underwear was no longer there. He quickly stood up and said, "That's fine. I still have urgent
work to do, don't stay here. Here's to further delay."Kieu Han Thoi waved his hand to her, using
the queen's style: "Come here." Yang Yang stopped walking, walked to the table, and Qiao
Hanshi shook his head again and said, "Come in front of me."Yang Yang slowly walked over,
Kieu Han Thoi pulled her hand back to stand in front of him, then re-buttoned her top shirt for
her.Duong Duong's heart was pounding, thinking, as expected, it was all seen."Honey, you're
not being careful at all." Kieu Han Thoi gently stroked her collar and said, "Yang Yang, I'm sorry
I didn't come back in time to celebrate your birthday.""No problem...""Looks like you're still
happy without me." Kieu Han Thoi's smile was like a layer of glass, Duong Duong lowered his
head and did not explain anything further."Go, do good work, remember to go buy a silk scarf
around your neck to cover the mark." Qiao Hanshi put his hand on her shoulder and
said.Duong Duong walked out of the office after a while, then sighed, she touched her neck,
there was still a trace of warmth there.Leaning on the carpet with high heels, turned the chair
around, turned back to the mirrored desk, Qiao Hanshi's face was thoughtful, and a conjecture
appeared in her mind, neither a big deal nor a small matter.What she was most happy about
was that 90% of the time between the two leaders, something must have happened.Because in
his mind was always thinking about what happened unexpectedly with Nhan Ham on that
birthday night, Duong Duong felt that no matter what he did, he couldn't concentrate, decisively
asked for leave with the opposite person, brought all vacation days in a few years add up to
convert. The human resources manager was extremely surprised, looking at Yang Yang like an
alien with a bewildered expression.She just wanted to attend her best friend's wedding, not to
get married, why should they be so surprised and dumbfounded?Regardless, Duong Duong
took the piece of paper and received a one-month leave of absence.As soon as she got out of
the airport door, she wanted to buy a plane ticket to fly back immediately, this wedding was like
a complete joke to her, her boyfriend's first love was married to his first love. Your girlfriend's
head, you absolutely shouldn't appear here, so hurry up..."Honey, I see you!" A female voice
sounded in front of the airport lobby, Yang Yang's expression immediately darkened, the
person who should have arrived has finally arrived."Darling, come here." After the sweet
female voice came a male voice, a friendly address that made conservative Chinese turn a
sideways glance.Yang Yang, wearing linen pants, a white shirt, and a black travel backpack,
slowly walked towards the other two, muttering more and more, saying silently, "You guys
better not be exaggerated. like that, otherwise..."The facts prove, reality is cruel, a young and
beautiful couple immediately rushes to surround her, the beautiful little girl she once loved has
now become an adult woman, then kissed Duong Yang said, "Darling, I'm so excited that
you're willing to come, I'm really, really happy, I like you more and more every day, what to
do!"The man on the right was even more exaggerated, hugged her, even kissed her on the
cheek, saying: "Darling, it's much more attractive than you imagine!" "Go away!" Duong Duong
glanced at the two in turn, then pushed them both away, creating a safe distance for
himself.Duong Duong adjusted his baggy shirt and said: "I have a name and surname, stop
calling me with such nauseating names."Not just one, but both, already nauseated, now even
more nauseated!Because to avoid misunderstanding and also to avoid the other two from



sexual harassment, Duong Duong decided to leave the small beach villa and stay at the hotel
below. This place is not big, so during the day you can run the whole town in one breath, in the
evening you can go to the bar to drink until late at night, leisurely return to the hotel in the
middle of the night, she did not try to go. Looking for an admirer for himself, he did not try his
best to refuse the love that was brought to the door, both men and women in here had fun,
unfortunately, Duong Duong could not always win the hole in his heart, not self-control. The
feeling of comparing the person in front of her with the person suddenly appeared in her mind,
as a result, she brought a bottle of wine and sat on the hotel balcony listening to music.Isn't
loneliness like that?!The night before the wedding, Lisa and Hua Hien Vu and their friends held
a farewell party for the bachelor's association, Lisa decided to spend her last single night at the
beach, with only Duong Duong staying with her. .The two of them sat on the same rock,
covered with a blanket, the sea breeze blew in with the salty taste, surrounded by fear and
endless desolate space. Lisa was like drowning hugging Duong Duong, she asked her: "Did I
do this right?""I do not know." Yang Yang calmly spoke like a man in the sky.Lisa buried her
face on Duong Duong's neck, Duong Duong's perfume today is used as a poison, a scent that
makes people fall in love.When Lisa's hot tears fell, Duong Duong's heart felt like someone
was gently touching it.She didn't know where to come from, a warm feeling came out, hugged
Lisa to her chest, wrapped the blanket around the two of them."Duong Duong, my best time is
when we are together, that year in the constellation of the meteor shower, you came from the
house and brought me to the rooftop to watch the meteor shower.""YES." Lisa was curled up in
her bosom looking up, like a baby. Duong Duong's chin rested on Lisa's forehead, she still
remembers that year.It was Lisa's beautiful time, not Duong Duong's, Duong Duong said that
her best time was the day she held an unprecedented amount of money, the company held a
party. alcohol, she wore the most expensive suit ever, wearing high heels that she could only
buy for half a year with her salary, she clearly remembers that night someone congratulated
her, wished her a career path like brocade.The darkness gradually subsided, dawn appeared,
because of hugging each other all night, both of their bodies were wet, watching the dawn
shining across the sea.Such a beautiful orange color, like a fireball that keeps burning
forever.The two slowly returned to the villa, Lisa walked behind Duong Duong, said: "I once had
a brief dream, dreamed that you were a bridesmaid at my wedding. Then I woke up and
discovered I was in the middle of a wedding. resting my head on the desk to sleep, you told me
that these vain dreams would end soon... I suddenly felt that this was my dream..."Lisa
suddenly burst into tears, Duong Duong was so scared by her words that she didn't know what
to do.Hua Hien Vu ran down from the wooden stairs of the villa, his shirt was torn into pieces,
his face was covered with lipstick, his chest was wearing a Bra, his trousers turned into a 'T'
loincloth, he didn't pay attention to his pathetic appearance and ran to Lisa and hugged her
and said: "Darling, why are you crying?"Lisa, on the other hand, put her head in his lap and
said: "I'm overjoyed, I just thought about marrying you tomorrow...so happy...I want to
cry...""Not tomorrow, it's today." Hua Hien Vu said with a smile.The two people entwined and
did not leave, Duong Duong ran further and further away. She walked on the sandy shore,
others looked like a young girl walking shyly.She suddenly wanted to get out of this tangled
relationship, locking herself in her own world.Lisa's wedding took place very solemnly, because
Lisa's father wanted his beloved daughter to be open to the outside, so he did not hesitate to
spend a large amount of money to organize, and Hua Hien Vu's family members were also
proud. spend money, take care of this wedding for them.They only need to dress well to receive
everyone's desire, and they don't care about other things.Duong Duong wears a white
bridesmaid's dress, also wears white high heels on her feet, and a camellia flower is attached



to her face.And Lisa's wedding dress is also very gorgeous, if not for Lisa's objection, her dress-
loving mother would not have put diamonds and gems on them.During the ceremony, Duong
Duong sat and drank for a long time, anyone who came to offer her a drink, she generously
accepted, until her consciousness gradually became hazy...Waking up with a dry mouth and
dry tongue, an uncomfortable throat like swallowing a handful of sand, she felt as though
something was pressing down on her, making her breathing more difficult than usual.Is that
person Lisa?Duong Duong was surprised by her existence, today is Lisa's wedding night, she
must be on Hua Hien Vu's bed, Duong Duong groped for the table next to her, until she found
the light switch. table.The lights were turned on, Duong Duong's tired eyes like being pricked
by a needle opened.Duong Duong's eyes widened, the focus slowly focused, stopping on
Lisa's face. Lisa dimly opened her sleepy eyes, rubbed her eyes and said, "What's
wrong?""Why are you sleeping in here? Where's Hua Hien Vu? You're the bride today,
shouldn't you be with the groom?"Lisa lowered her head: "I want you to help me tonight.""Are
you still afraid of getting married?" Duong Duong asked.Lisa nodded and shook her head
again: "It's not that I'm afraid of getting married, I still miss you. So can you stay with me
tonight, no need to say anything, just like us before, whenever I'm sad? you all hugged me, you
said you would be with me for the rest of your life, but before you went all the way, you said
goodbye.""Breaking up is a decision that comes from both sides. We don't fit together." "I know,
just let me do it for once tonight, Duong Duong, okay?"Duong Duong at this time was still
hesitant, she looked into Lisa's pleading eyes, no matter what, it was not cruel enough.The two
of them were like before, lying next to each other, imagining that they were still on the narrow
rooftop of the high school, Lisa was afraid of the cold, so she always snuggled into Yang Yang's
chest, which Yang Yang liked. put his mouth on Lisa's ear, blowing gently inside Lisa's ear."I still
love you, Duong Duong. I still can't forget you." Lisa's tears dripped down Duong Duong's
arm."Be good, don't be so stupid, it's all over, now the person you love is Xiao Xu." "I love him,
I know, otherwise I wouldn't have married him, but obviously the person I love the most isn't
him.""Lisa, stop it."Lisa cried and said: "Can you let me finish, just for today."Let's just say
Duong Duong is the best person in the world, willing to listen to her vent, but that's not
necessarily the right thing, because it's Lisa and Hua Hien Vu's wedding night, there are some
topics that shouldn't be mentioned. .Duong Duong stood up silently, she looked at Lisa who
was stunned and couldn't say a word: "Good night."After saying that, Duong Duong picked up
his dress that was lying on the floor of his rose brick. She went to find Hua Hien Vu, brought
the new room and the bride back to him.In the middle of the night, Yang Yang returned to his
hotel room to take a shower, gather his belongings, and then took the earliest flight back home.
End of Chapter 6------oOo-----Chapter [07: ]: Abundant energy works crazy.Coming home
during this time made Duong Duong realize that being free to do nothing is not happiness but
torture, every day when I open my eyes, I see four white walls, sunlight shining down on the
wall. The blanket made her feel depressed, she didn't eat anything, didn't want to go out, and
movies also lost their appeal to her. A man in his thirties, who should have been as
enthusiastic as molten lava, was now as silent as a young old woman.Nhan Ham went around
outside and returned to the office, seeing his employees huddled in one place to chat, his red
face showed excitement, his eyes were bright with anticipation.She didn't need to guess to
know what they were talking about, these days, the hottest issue in the company was only one,
the secret marriage of Dieu Jiu Shi Tai!At first, I didn't know where the news came from, a
rumor was ten ten rumors a hundred, the rumor was quickly exaggerated beyond imagination,
but this rumor piqued the curiosity of all employees in the company. company, even Ly Tieu,
who works as a cleaner, also participates in 'fun'."Sister Nhan, you and Director Yang have



more or less a relationship, should you know some information?" The assistant's face was
almost glued to her, and Nhan Ham took a step back, creating a safe distance, she could even
feel the bagua fire burning in her body.Youth is right about many things, whenever someone
else has something like that, the blood of curiosity rises up.Nham Ham without thinking, said: "I
don't know anything.""Impossible. Sister Yan, you must be lying." The little girl's face contorted.
Nham Ham said: "What you say is the truth.""She didn't send you an invitation? Didn't she
show off her diamond ring as big as a pigeon's egg?""Why do you think so?" Nhan Ham
stopped working, turned the chair towards the assistant, when her eyes and the assistant met,
he did not dare to face her.The assistant explained: "That's just like her!" According to director
Duong's personality, if she gets married absolutely, it won't be with a poor white-faced scholar,
or a rich guy with a shallow mind, she will find a rich man or a young man. Some second
generation, if found, will definitely be in front of Nham Ham showing off for three days and
three nights, it's impossible that the waves are calm, the sea is calm, and nothing
happens.Nham Ham said: "There is no, no matter what, there is no such thing. Have you
finished writing your plan? If it's done, give it to me, if not, hurry and write it."Nhan Ham bluntly
extinguished the fire of other people's trigrams, the assistant went out with a heart that had
turned into dust, and many eyes immediately turned to her like hungry wolves.She shrugged
and said, "Nian Sister still won't let go.""That's even more of a problem!" New theme is created
again.The sound of pen rubbing on paper makes a small noise, the movement on his hand
suddenly stops, Nhan Ham thinks about Duong Duong's marriage, outside colleagues guessed
that she asked for a leave to get married without any reason. , with the nature of considering
the work as the main, the salary is the main, there is no job when not asking for leave,
moreover, all the days off before now are combined. Duong Duong really had many signs that
he was secretly married, but Nhan Ham could not find any connection between marriage and
her. Doesn't she like women? Nhan Ham conjectured based on the previous story.Nhan Ham
shook her head and smiled, she didn't care what she did, regardless of the reason, this is all
Duong Duong's own business, nothing to do with her. *********Duong Duong was so idle at
home that it was almost like a mold, so he had to go out to sunbathe, pull out a leaflet, and
quickly decided to pack up and go to the tourist town of Mudu. (*)These days, she is extremely
comfortable, looking for an old-fashioned motel, choosing a room with a large bed and balcony
facing the small river. Other people who come to this place all choose a wooden bed, only she
doesn't want to sleep on that thing. At night, when she opens her eyes wide to see her
reflection on the glossy wood, she is so scared that her soul is lost. would rather choose a
large bed.She leaned back on a mesh chair placed in front of the balcony, holding a cup of
green tea in her hand. When she was hungry, she would wear a loose skirt and slippers to go
out to eat, when she was full, she slept, woke up and continued to search for food online.Thus,
one day is still refreshing, two days is still enjoyable, and three days are turned into
boredom.She changed her baggy dress to an office dress, put on high heels, regained her
combat readiness, the feeling of returning to the company was so happy, making the cells of
her whole body overflowing with emotion.When she returned to the company, she suspected
something was wrong with the company, otherwise why would everyone's eyes look at her in a
dark way, moreover, she was extremely evil.She grabbed the tie of a colleague who had just
passed, and asked, "Can you tell me exactly what happened?"The boy who was caught like a
boiled shrimp stepped back and replied, "I don't know, I was just passing by..."Duong Duong let
go of that person, brought the anger back to her office, it is best that the company does not go
bankrupt, she does not lose her job, the old general is not paranoid, but it is zero for her to go
on a business trip abroad. She'll be at this company killing them all before she destroys the



whole company.Nhan Ham heard that Duong Duong returned to work, like everyone else, his
face showed a surprised expression.Rumors were immediately added to it, that maybe before
the wedding day the groom had run away, and so on and so forth.Nhan Ham looked at Duong
Duong's body everywhere and did not see the same as the newlywed bride, everything was
the same before and after, nothing had changed.She breathed a sigh of relief, for her or for
anyone, that state must have been for the best.Duong Duong held the door with her hand, she
looked at Nhan Ham not far away, her face full of suspicion, asked: "What are you doing
here?"Nhan Ham felt the familiar hostility, believed that nothing had changed between the two,
and said, "Welcome back to the company." The smile on Nhan Ham's face made Duong Duong
scared to goosebumps, Nhan Ham naturally looked at her with a smile, and used nauseating
words to welcome her back?So at the moment, a strange feeling pervades, either Nhan Ham is
brainwashed by aliens, or she is dreaming, dreaming that Nhan Ham is brainwashed by
aliens.Yang Yang secretly thought, because her body is healthy and because the two of them
can face it calmly, Nhan Ham doesn't need to stand in front of her to launch hostility. The day
before, it was clear that he had made an appointment to forget everything that happened that
night, and he didn't need to remember anything.In the afternoon, Duong Duong continuously
received dozens of greetings and concerned eyes. Only then did he know why everyone
became like this. Anger boiled over, she flew out of the office one step, in the office Nhan
Ham's hand trembled, the pen drew a long line on the paper.She was agonizing over the newly
stamped data report when the office door was suddenly flung open.At the door, Yang Yang's
entire body was gray, surrounded by a blazing red flame.Nhan Ham guessed the reason she
came here, eighty-nine parts were due to rumors, but the question is, what does that rumor
have to do with her?"Why do you say I'm taking leave to get married?" Duong Duong burst into
flames, slammed the door, then pulled all the shutters down, waited until the space was
completely closed, then approached Nhan Ham, his hands on the table, his face full of anger
as if he wanted to stick to his face. Nham Ham.End of Chapter 7(*): the name of an ancient
riverside town, located in Suzhou city, Jiangsu province, Mudu is a town with a long history with
poetic natural beauty. This place was originally a busy commercial town in the Ming and Qing
dynasties.------oOo-----Chapter [08: ]: Holding the tree and waiting for the rabbit"No..." Not me.
Nhan Ham blinked a few times, thinking that Duong Duong must have never realized how close
her face was to his own, so close that his eyelashes wanted to touch each other."You're still
everywhere saying that I was dumped before I got married, is this a good thing?" Yang Yang
thought of the words she just heard, really couldn't believe that these words could come from
Nhan Han's mouth, she thought that Nhan Ham at least wasn't the one spreading rumors, she
must be ...Yang Yang couldn't say it either, in her eyes Nhan Ham is a talented person who
cultivates morality very well, so it is even more impossible to put such harm on her."I do not
have."Now how do you explain it?" Duong Duong indignantly interrupted Nhan Ham's
rebuttal.Nham Ham said: "I have never fabricated. These words were not said by me.""Then
why do they all say it was you? And I sent you a pink card, in front of her showing a diamond
ring as big as a pigeon egg and a BMW sports car, I have a diamond ring as big as a pigeon's
egg. When is it? You look at this place, is there anything?" Duong Duong raised his hand."It
doesn't matter if you believe it or not, I've explained it myself, everything else is up to you."
Talking to Duong Duong at this moment is like explaining to an angry lion, what is called using
reason and treating things objectively is equally funny.Yangyang said: "I am not married." Her
words were like a solemn declaration to someone.Nhan Ham was stunned for a moment and
then said: "Ah.""That's why there's no wedding.""Uhm."The atmosphere at this time was so
embarrassing that Duong Duong calmed down. She continued: "Also... I want to ask you one



thing, have you seen my necklace?""What necklace?" Nham Ham confused and asked
again."That's the cursed necklace I've always worn around my neck! I think it fell at your
house." Yang Yang was extremely embarrassed, she didn't think to talk about this at all,
anyway, asking the one-night stand about what was left is not a glorious thing, let alone the two
of them being colleagues. However, that jade jade is extremely important to her, it is something
she has worn around her neck since childhood, some people still have jade, since she was a
child, she has carried this piece of jade, she cannot easily throw it away. At this point, Duong
Duong is a traditional person, she believes that the destiny of jade and people are closely
linked. At first, she didn't notice it, just felt like something was missing. That day at the wedding,
she suddenly discovered that it was the lack of a charm necklace around her neck, at first she
suspected that the object had fallen somewhere. somewhere, but the more I think about it, the
more I feel that the most likely situation is at Nhan Ham's house.Nhan Ham hasn't cleaned the
house yet, so he doesn't know if Duong Duong's jade has fallen in her house or not. She said,
"I'll look at it when I get home." "You're bothering her.""Nothing."Both of them didn't know what
expression to use to face the other, and could only show a polite and polite attitude.At the end
of work, Nhan Ham received a phone call, the person called her mother - Co Thu Nha, on the
phone said that she had come to the kindergarten to pick up Tong An, and would take Tong An
back to her house in the evening.Tong An's voice on the phone called her mother, her sweet
voice made her smile.The relationship between Co Thu Nha and her daughter was a little
broken, not without love, she loved Nhan Ham, that year she risked her life to give birth to this
child, from then on, she could not have children anymore, and she did not have a child. Once
resentful, on the contrary, her heart was filled with joy, thanking heaven and earth for giving her
a precious pearl, this part of love has never changed, but after Nhan Ham decided to divorce,
Co Thu Nha suddenly I don't know how to love her anymore, her daughter was born by her, but
she broke free from her hand and matured into a stranger.Gu Thu Nha cleaned Nhan Ham's
room, actually the room was still clean and she didn't need her to clean it, but she just wanted
to fulfill her responsibilities a little.As soon as Nhan Ham came home, Tong An hugged his
thigh, Tong An raised his head enthusiastically to call his mother, Nhan Ham hugged the little
girl, discovered that Tong An was taller, about to make her unable to hug.Nhan Ham and Co
Thu Nha made a brief visit, arbitrarily said a few small stories. Since Nhan Ham's divorce
between the two, there seems to be an insurmountable distance.Gu Thu Nha found a necklace
in the crevice of the bed, on the chain was a piece of blue jade, she had never seen this object
on her daughter, turned it over and had a person's name engraved on the back.Nham Ham
hugged Tong An out of the bedroom, saw his mother standing in front of the window looking at
something in her hand, Tong An shouted loudly to make her recover.Gu Shuya put the witch
hazel on the nightstand and said, "This is yours, keep it carefully, be careful."Nhan Ham
secretly thought that this must be what Duong Duong said, as expected, it fell at her house, it
should be returned tomorrow. Nhan Ham thought forever, not paying attention to his mother's
unstable expression.*********In front of Duong Duong appeared a jewelry box, she raised her
head, the person who came was Nhan Ham.Nhan Ham rarely went into her office, went in
quietly without making a sound, and even gave her a box."What is this?""Yours." Nhan Ham left
the box and then left.Duong Duong opened the box, on a piece of brocade cloth, she lost her
pearls, and indeed fell on Nhan Ham's place. The enchantment brought back her memories of
that night, the other night was not a bad thing, at least for the first time in her life it was not the
most special night, it was also a memory of absolute value. If the other party wasn't Nhan Ham,
she probably wouldn't even remember.In Duong Duong's mind, it was difficult to believe, having
such a licentious relationship with Nhan Ham was hard to believe.At 10 o'clock at night, Nhan



Ham used three fairy tales to exchange fairly with Tong An, making Tong An willing to volunteer
to sleep in bed without asking 100,000 questions why.When she finished bathing, her cell
phone rang non-stop, she wrapped a towel and went to pick up the phone, the familiar number
appeared, the other number appeared in her mind twice, once when the person was staying at
home. The bar called her to tell her that someone had drunk too much, the other time was this
time.The person at the bar said that the owner of this phone number was so drunk that she
couldn't get up to go home, if she doesn't mind, please come pick it up. Nhan Ham said: "You
can call another number in the contact list."The first time was unintentional, can be forgiven,
the second time was knowing that there was still a crime, Nhan Ham did not want to have the
opportunity to repeat the crime, decided to refuse.The person on the other end of the line
paused for a long time, so long that it made Nhan Ham think that he had hung up the phone. At
this time, suddenly another voice sounded: "Nhan Ham, can you come and pick me up? I have
to go home... I have to go home Nhan Ham... where are you... Hurry up and pick me up!"Duong
Duong's voice brought the drunken yeast from the phone to the phone, making Nhan Ham's
heart confused."You can find someone else.""No, I just want you... Nhan Han, will you come or
not!" Duong Duong started crying loudly."I ..." Nhan Ham suddenly hesitated, her hand
tightened on the towel, feeling like walking on a wooden bridge, a dilemma.Another person
took the phone: "Miss Nhan, you come here to pick up Miss Duong, she's very drunk now, and
we can't take care of her.""Okay, wait a minute." Nham Ham at this moment is like being hit by
a tsunami so that nothing is left.She hates herself for not being able to let the other person on
the other side to self-create and self-destruct, let alone how that person gets drunk after being
drunk, she is the one who knows best.After hanging up the phone, the bartender was
miserable, helplessly looked at Duong Duong beside him, and said, "I'm doing what you
want."Yang Yang raised his wine glass, nodded, confirmed his acting skills, and said, "Mu Er, I
think you are absolutely gifted as an actor.""I also confirm that you absolutely have a talent for
deceiving people." Mu Er regrets that this person forced him to do something against his
professional ethics and deceived people to come here.He doesn't know what Yang Yang's
purpose is for doing this, but at least he understands that this is to help Duong Duong deceive
people.Duong Duong is not in the mood to drink until he gets drunk, but he has a sense of
taste to drink a bit ivory.She guessed that the person was probably approaching her at this
moment, thinking about this, her heart suddenly beat faster than usual, she took a sip of wine,
suppressing that damn excitement.End of Chapter 8------oOo-----Chapter [09: ]: There was
wine this morning, this morning was drunkWhen night falls, a street full of bars turns into a
colorful area, the lights hanging on the trees flicker in different colors, under the eaves hang all
kinds of lanterns, in front of the door the neon lights twinkle and turn green. suddenly red,
people crowded back and forth of all shapes.Nhan Ham pushed the door of the traveler to
enter, looking for Duong Duong inside.The crowd was cramped, it was easy to wait for one
person, but it took a lot of effort to find one, Nhan Ham squeezed into the crowd, went to the
place last time, and saw Duong Duong.She turned to the smiling eyes, the person who tricked
her was not drunk at all, but was sitting on a high bench with her chin propped up watching the
fun. I worked so hard myself to now turn into a fool for others to enjoy.Nhan Ham's expression
became extremely bad, Duong Duong also noticed, she explained: "I really drank just now."She
bets that Nhan Ham will come, in fact, she doesn't have to be 100% certain in her heart, the
moment she sees Nhan Ham coming to her heart, it's like being gently grabbed by a hand,
feeling a hundred things scattered, happy. mixed fun.Her wait finally paid off, just like she
planted a seed with her own hands, thinking it would grow grass, even less thought it would
bloom again, so she was amazed.Nhan Ham thought to himself that only a demon would



believe in his stomach. Yang Yang's eyes are so clear, his language is fluent, this look can be
called drunk.She turned her head to leave, but her wrist was immediately caught by Duong
Duong, Duong Duong forcefully pulled her to the bar, saying: "It took a lot of work to go out
once, so I shouldn't come back so early.""I don't want to drink." She was determined, having
been deceived by people, how could she calmly and peacefully drink here.Not to mention,
Yang Yang is not ignorant of the fact that two people are not suitable at all to sit in the same
place."I'm sorry, I sincerely apologize to you." Yang Yang secretly thought that he had to keep
Nhan Ham, as long as he could keep her, it wouldn't matter what she wanted to say.Nhan Han
looked at her, his eyes filled with doubt: "What is your purpose?""I... Ha ha, in fact, I called you
here today to know what happened that day, what happened that day." Duong Duong looked at
Nhan Ham, does the bar really have any mysterious power, making Nhan Ham not only not
disgusted at first glance, on the contrary, the more she looks at it, the more beautiful she feels,
impossible. move the eye."Someone said we're all adults, so we should know the rules of the
game." Nhan Ham's eyes coldly glanced at Duong Duong, whose mouth was so conflicted with
each other.Duong Duong smiled wryly and said, "Why was the person who answered the
phone that day, you?"Nhan Ham sat on the high chair, the batender immediately pushed the
glass of wine at Duong Duong's will, Nhan Ham said: "That day was not very different from
today's process, she was drunk, called my name, they immediately pressed the button. number
on your cell phone, then call me."The answer Duong Duong wants is not this, she wants to
know someone's answer: "But why did you come?"Nhan Ham just took a sip of wine and was
choked by this word, she covered her mouth with a fierce cough and swallowed it, Yang Yang's
eyes made her feel strange."At that time there was no other way, special circumstances, I
couldn't help but do so." Nhan Ham lowered her head, avoiding Duong Duong's gaze,
fortunately the lights in the bar were dim, she did not have to face Duong Duong.Yang Yang
said: "You can completely ignore me."“If I had known sooner that something like this would
happen, I would certainly have ignored you.” Nham Ham said in a low voice.There are always
many things in the world that will make her regret later, deliberately wanting to regret does not
exist at all, if things happened, the two of you are not a pure girl of eighteen or twenty, Why not
face it calmly?"Then you came here to find me, what do I look like? Do you talk nonsense after
drinking?" Duong Duong and Nhan Ham both drank two glasses of wine, the alcohol eased
their tense nerves, also made the atmosphere better, less awkward, Duong Duong dared to
ask her what happened that day. what happened.Nham Ham said: "She almost danced to
strip...""Why can such be!" Duong Duong absolutely did not believe it was her. Even if it was,
she would absolutely not admit it. What the heck, isn't this ruining your chaste life!"She jumped
on the bar and said she wanted to perform a song, if you don't let her sing, she will stay here
dancing all night, she also said...""What have I said?""She said it was lonely tonight, she
wanted to find someone who could make her not feel lonely."There are three black lines on
Duong Duong's face, so after drinking she is really like that... Straight, but lewd ~, can bring out
the words in her heart from beginning to end."Anything else?"Nhan Ham looked at Duong
Duong's complicated and confused face, her mood suddenly improved, she drank half of the
wine in her hand, the batender quickly poured her another glass, saying: "This glass I invite."
After saying that, he winked at this noble full of wisdom.Immediately, a sharp gaze was thrown,
Yang Yang's gaze could kill him, saying: "Do your job, said I invite guests today, I can't even
invite a glass of wine. star."Intention to make him not messed up.Batender shrugged and said,
"Whatever."Nham Ham burst into laughter and said, "You're so cute."The Batender from the
Traveler with the nickname Little Hound immediately blushed, being teased by this second
sister felt really good, he will definitely have a good dream tonight.Duong Duong said: "You



don't need to repeat my words, but in the end will I do it?""Not available.""Have."Two voices
sounded at the same time, saying no is Nhan Ham, saying yes is batender. Batender said:
"What you do is needless to say, there are many provocative parts, making people shine in
front of them, in amazement, even tigers are shocked...""I'll call the boss tomorrow and fire
you." Duong Duong used lemon to throw him.Nhan Ham said: "Actually, it's not so
exaggerated, but as soon as you saw me, you asked me to bring you back.""Is that all?" Duong
Duong is skeptical in the middle of this paragraph, I don't know if there is any space left, is she
really stripping, or is she calling me lonely on one side, dancing stripping on the other hand,
hugging Nhan Ham's thigh on the other ask her to take me back?No matter what, there are
more and more black roads on the road, as fine as the hair in front of him.After that, the
atmosphere calmed down little by little, Nhan Xin stopped talking in here, the rest of Yang Yang
lowered his head to drink, and the two remained silent at the same time.The two men tacitly
agreed not to say anything, went out of the bar, then waited for nearly half an hour before
taking a taxi, deciding to take Nhan Ham home first, anyway, Nhan Ham's place was a little
closer.Duong Duong has no choice but to look out of the car window, the city is still very
bustling at this time, it would be a waste to sleep on such a beautiful night.Arriving at the place,
Nhan Ham got off the car, Duong Duong also got out of the car, she was a little impressed with
the surrounding scenery, memories and reality overlap, she felt that alcohol made her a little
dizzy."Why don't you go home?""Can't invite me to come up for a cup of coffee ah?" Yang Yang
silently scolded himself, are you acting?If she could still think normally, at this moment she
should immediately return to her home without hesitation, but her legs seemed to be nailed to
the ground and could not move.Nhan Ham laughed, Duong Duong immediately shyly lowered
his head.A woman's instinct tells Nhan Ham that something will happen next that is beyond her
understanding, she hypnotizes herself all this because she thinks too much, but in her heart
there is a very clear voice. clearly denounced her, she thought it was because she was
expecting, didn't she?"I don't drink coffee at home." Nham Ham said."A glass of water is fine."
Yang Yang's heart was in a mess, constantly asking herself, this damn girl, are you really
serious right now, do you know who the person in front of you is, is it Nhan Ham, it's Nhan Han
that you hate the most, but why do you want to enter her house.Duong Duong's heart jumped
because of Nhan Ham's expression, because of a sentence of Nhan Ham, fell, fighting fiercely
and almost slashed her to pieces.She followed Nhan Ham to the floor, entered the elevator,
pressed the number of floors she wanted to go to, entered the elevator, exited the elevator, and
then went to the corridor...This scene is really familiar to her, she experienced once in her life
that she will never forget.Nhan Ham opened the door, just touched the wall to find the switch,
when her body was suddenly hugged, she let out a cry, the sky and earth were black, and then
she realized she was pressed against the door.This scene was not the same as that night,
there was no such incident that night, and Yang Yang did not look at her with such transparent
eyes.In the darkness of the night, the sound of the two's breathing became rapid, like the beat
of a drum, their hearts pounding like thunder, no one could deceive the other."Are we like this
that day?""No..." Nhan Ham said softly.Her hand was still groping on the wall, but was pressed
by another hand, Duong Duong said: "Don't turn on the light.""Why?"In Yang Yang's heart, she
understood that she didn't want to look at Nhan Ham clearly, as now is the best, in the dark,
Nhan Ham turned into an enchanted girl, making her mind heat up, I want to spend an endless
night with her."Because it feels more like this." Yang Yang said, "What about you, do you want
to keep me, if you say no, I will walk away, as if today's incident never happened."Nhan Han's
mouth is bitter and dry, now the right to choose is in her hands, but she hesitates.She is full of
longing for this hug, she also knows that Yang Yang has the same feeling as her, the two have



a primitive attraction to each other, like two animals in love, but also different. The relationship
between the two is not simple, this one night will create a lot of problems, it is better to refuse
than to have bad things happen.Nhan Han opened his mouth, but couldn't make a sound.Yang
Yang counted to ten, didn't hear Nhan Ham say that he was coming back, so he boldly kissed
her, the kiss carried the smell of alcohol because it was uncertain, but it seemed reckless.Nhan
Ham interrupted: "You won't regret it..."Regret? That is tomorrow's story. Only one sentence
appeared in Duong Duong's mind.End of Chapter 9(*) the title is a quote from the poem "Self
Control" (/ƒ•c) by Luo Yin (•…–±).This is the original text:ssssWinning the high cadence, the instant
retirement,Many sorrows and hatreds of herons.Kim Trieu Huu Kim Trieu Tuu,Minh Nhat sad
future Minh Nhat melancholy.And here is the translation of the poem Lanna found the most
suitable: Okay, let's have fun... lose count laterCan't wait to regret it foreverThere's still alcohol
today, I'm ecstaticSad tomorrow comes again... it's okayLanna thinks the author means
something like the last 2 sentences, it means Duong DuongIf you have alcohol today, drink it to
get drunk, tomorrow when you're sad, wear it tomorrowThat's the story of tomorrow, now go on
forever with your friend Nhan.------oOo-----Chapter [10: ]: Chaos, chaos!The time the
relationship left Duong Duong with the deepest impression was not the first night with Lisa nor
the first time with a man, she was most impressed by the person whose name she could not
remember until now. A certain man came running from a far away place, for her sake, carrying
the scent of the mountain city, the two of them had met a few times before, and never said the
beginning, until one day Yang Yang married mustered up the courage to find her. That night, as
soon as they met, the two immediately went to bed, so intense that they wanted to burn the
bed, the strong feelings passed, the other person returned, before going to tell Duong Duong
that he still likes her, I only regret now that it is too late.And Duong Duong has a sentence that
has never been said to that person, she also remembers that person, like her dream that never
comes true, as a meaningful love story, but the other person does not know. , in short, it's too
late, it's too late.So that one night became the most profound impression, faithfully
remembering how hot that person's lips were, she was whispering in Duong Duong's ear, why
didn't you tell me sooner, I still think this whole life will no more hope...Why? Yang Yang sighed
in her heart, she really wanted to ask Nhan Han, do you like me at all?However, she did not
dare to open her mouth to ask, she was afraid that Nhan Ham would look down on her.How
pure is a one-night stand, don't let your emotions stain you.Yang Yang pry open Nhan Ham's
clenched teeth, the tip of his tongue moves skillfully, and Nhan Ham's tongue entwines,
greedily wanting to suck in sweet nectar, lightly biting his soft lips with his teeth.Nhan Ham,
under the provocation, had a chaotic rhythm, which stubbornly wanted to push away, but his
hand was soft and powerless."Don't stay here..." Nhan Han thought that this was the living
room, her liver wasn't big enough to do this kind of thing in the living room.Bed was the only
option she could accept."Where's your room?" The two of them turned into four-legged
monsters, stiffly moving towards Nhan Han's room, sticking to each other and not
separating."Left, no, I mean my left, your right... Not here, this place is inhabited, this side..."
Nhan Han interrupted to give directions.After marching thousands of miles away, he finally
reached his destination, Nhan Ham turned his back to the door and pushed it open, Duong
Duong used his foot to hold the door, the two of them walked side by side to Nhan Ham's big
bed, burning with passion. the bed has no lamp, the flame of lust cannot be extinguished."A
little lighter..." Duong Duong took off his clothes in a posture like a wolf peeled his skin, Nhan
Ham was a bit scared by her.Duong Duong finished taking off the clothes on Nhan Ham, also
took off his own clothes, waiting until the last panties were kicked off, Nhan Ham turned around
and pressed on her body.In the dark, Yang Yang blinked a few times and said, "What do you



want to do?" "Kiss her." Nham Ham pushed his smooth hair back, bowed his head to take Yang
Yang's full chest.Duong Duong, despite being comfortable in many ways, does not forget to
raise doubts: "But today is not me..." She is not an old-fashioned person, nor is she a T-type
with frigidity, she thinks beautiful The best is still when the two sides help each other to the top
of happiness, but Nhan Ham from the beginning put her under her body, making her feel like
she looks like fat beef being offered to the door. .Nhan Hanm's finger was on her lips,
preventing her from continuing: "Want to exert a little more strength? I'm not very well,
sorry."Yang Yang narrowed his eyes, snorted softly and said: "This is possible...
Comfortable..."0� being in the middle doesn't matter, it can be described as a rhythmic rideDuong
Duong gasped, her whole body trembled, as comfortable as a small boat floating on the sea,
she did not forget to thank the person next to her, realizing that the person next to her had
fallen in love, immediately crawled down and kissed her. along Nhan Ham's body.Nham Ham
clutched her shoulder and said, "You can go forward slowly." "But you can't wait long. Now it's
my turn, you just lie there and enjoy yourself."Yang Yang smiled and whispered in Nhan Ham's
ear, didn't think that his breath made Nhan Ham sigh like a groan, that sound was like the
sound of heaven blowing into her ears, making her aware of it. is the sensitive point of Nham
Ham.She opened her mouth to take Nhan Ham's earlobe, her fangs biting into the fullness of
the earlobe, in exchange for a sound that made her groan inside.She slowly sipped Nhan
Ham's body, never carefully looked at her carefully before, but with just one glance, she was
able to fully understand how many good parts of her body were, especially At this slim waist,
when she hugged her with both hands, Duong Duong's heart fluttered.She separated Nhan
Ham's legs, spreading passionate kisses from her hips to her thighs without missing a
spot.Nhan Ham's lower body rests on Duong Duong's shoulder, the body seems to have lost
its fulcrum, both hands grasping the pillow below. Hot breath was brushing her young thighs,
passionate kisses like a set of footprints trampled her heart, the tip of her tongue was moving
inward from her knee, like a greedy child licking. his candy tree.Duong Duong tasted all of her
body before stopping at the most important place, that place was anxiously waiting, but Duong
Duong still rode around teasingly and proudly died.How can Nhan Ham open her mouth to
pray for her, she gritted her teeth and suppressed her body's desire.Yang Yang finally came
between her legs, savoring her taste, lips clutching the top of the persimmon fruit, the tip of his
tongue swinging back and forth, electricity flowed from his body, stimulating Nhan Han's toes.
shrinking, getting more wet between his legs, seeping into the bed sheets below, Nhan Ham
turned his head to the side, buried his face under the pillow, bit into the pillowcase, making a
wailing sound in his mouth.Duong Duong did not rush nor hesitate to attack, going inside to
savor her wonderful taste, Nhan Ham went through a long torture, his body ached so much
that he couldn't control it, and finally exploded. toss, her mind shattered.*********Nhan Ham sat
up, then fell back on the bed, Duong Duong one hand was still on her hip, she looked at the
other hand, her brows slightly furrowed. Duong Duong was lying face down on the bed, half of
her face buried in the pillow, one side of her hair covered the other half of her face, although
Nhan Ham still recognized her as Duong Duong.She sat up, wrapped the blanket around her
naked body, Yang Yang's buttocks were illuminated by the sun, her skin was as white as
jade.Nham Ham now clearly saw that Duong Duong's waist had a tattoo, a wing. She took her
eyes off Yang Yang, wrapped her blanket around and walked towards the bathroom.Duong
Duong was cold, so he woke up, and when he opened his eyes, he met a pair of clear
eyes.She rubbed her eyes to see clearly that those eyes were coming from a baby resting her
head on the edge of the bed, the baby looked well taken care of at first glance, her hair was cut
with a mushroom head, big eyes, rosy cheeks, two eyes At this moment, looking at her with



curiosity, it glowed.Duong Duong was startled by the sudden appearance of the little girl,
immediately picked up the clothes from the floor and rushed to the bathroom.Nhan Ham was
taking a bath to wash away the sweat on her body and the substance left between her legs
when the glass door was suddenly opened, Duong Duong stood panting at the door, one hand
pointed at the girl outside the door, said: "Tell me clearly, what is that baby?""Tong An, why are
you awake?" Nhan Ham discovered that Tong An was standing at the door, scared once,
wrapped in a towel, wanted to take Tong An out, the current situation was not suitable for Tong
An to see, nor was he afraid that she would be haunted. mind, but only afraid that she asked
too many questions.Tong An was surprised to see a stranger suddenly appear here, asking:
"Mom, who is she?""A friend of your mother's." Nham Ham took Tong An out, brought her to
his room, asked: "Did Tong An brush his teeth?""No, mom, who is she?""Mom said she's a
friend of mine." Nhan Ham felt the child's eyes see through the calm in her face to the urgency
in her heart.Nhan Ham helps Tong An brush toothpaste with toothpaste, saying: "First use the
frog brush to brush your teeth, brush your dear teeth thoroughly, then we will have breakfast
together, okay?""Yes." Tong An took the frog-shaped brush and the Hello Kitty cup and began
to brush it back and forth, Nhan Ham returned to the room to see Duong Duong's clothes were
neat, at this moment standing against the wall, his face covered with a layer of dew. cold.Nham
Ham asked: "Do you want to have breakfast?"Duong Duong got angry and said to her: "Do you
know what kind of person I hate the most in this world?""What?" Nham Ham asked confused."I
hate unfaithful partners, I don't care if you were curvy or straight before, but when you get
married, you have to be responsible for your family, if you're married, don't make fun of me."
After saying that, she took an angry look and left.Nhan Ham looked at her back and frowned,
originally intended to chase, but after a while, she saw that she had stopped walking, she went
to the bathroom, left the towel on the wall, softly said: "Chaotic."End of Chapter 10------oOo-----
Chapter [11: ]: All with bad intentionsWhen Duong Duong was young, she was also very fluffy,
for a time the company was still vacant, then General Kieu pulled her to take up that position.
General Kieu spoke very maliciously, could make a mosquito, after listening to it, commit
suicide, Duong Duong really wanted to scream at her, but in the end she was still
suppressed.Duong Duong found an object to love, fell in love, and then due to the
circumstances of having to be apart, all of his emotions were located in this place.General Kieu
is negative about Duong's story, she thinks that love is meaningless, she does not love the
other party, the other party is not sure to love her, when they are together, they can only enjoy
themselves but no longer care. world again.She wanted to save Duong Duong, but Duong
Duong didn't necessarily need her to save her. Yang Yang vehemently opposed her
intervening, asking if she despised Yang Yang's gender.General Kieu very calmly replied to
Duong Duong: "It is right for me to oppose, it is really wrong for me to go along with you. If I
discriminate against you, I will not have to protest like this, on the contrary, I will consider you
as invisible, this is really an insult to you. Also because I see you as a normal person, what
should be opposed, I will oppose, so I can't help but block.""Why?""You keep saying you're
normal, but you want me to treat you special, if even you don't accept your sexual orientation, I
still need to treat you special star?" General Kieu said a sentence that made Duong Duong
unable to say it again.During the period of following General Kieu, Duong Duong slowly leaned
on General Kieu, such a good example is like a lamp in the dark.When she was most troubled,
the first place she went was in front of Qiao Han Shi, she was like a pious lamb who turned to
Qiao Khan Shi to confess her sins, waiting for her to answer for her.Kieu Han Thoi saw Duong
Duong's depressed expression in his office like a cock without a crest, intending to smack her
on the head to wake her up. She sat down, leaned back in the chair, gesturing like a



psychologist, and said to Duong Duong: "Come on, if there's something sad, tell me less.""This
didn't happen to me." Duong Duong finally had the opportunity to vent her heart, she hurriedly
pulled the chair closer to make up a friend."To speak." Kieu Han Thoi did not expose."This is
what my friend encountered, she used to hate a person very much, no matter how much she
met that person, she always disliked that person."Kieu Han Thoi secretly laughed, but his face
still pretended to be serious. "Ah, so it turns out, then what?"Kieu Han Thoi tried not to let
herself laugh, Duong Duong tried to hide her failure, but still tried to live and lied, anyway she
had the courage to say: "One day that friend suddenly discovered that her feelings for that
person had changed, so much so that she couldn't control it all, even the previous feeling of
disgust suddenly had a gravitational pull, one night... "Something that is not for children has
happened. Kieu Han Thoi lowered her head, hiding her expression, her experience of testing
her patience seemed to need further refinement."But the other person is a married woman,
moreover, has children. The family is warm and happy." Although he made up other people's
stories to talk about himself, his heart still hurt and wanted to die. Yang Yang's eyes were
heavy, but she still didn't notice.Kieu Han Thoi thinks forever, who gets married, who has a
happy family? "General Kieu, what should I do now?" Duong Duong's eyes longed to look at
her."It turns out that the person I like is not Nhan Ham." Kieu Han Thoi said nothing.Duong
Duong said: "Who says it's not... what does it have to do with her?" She promptly took back her
words.Kieu Han Thoi carefully examined Yang Yang's expression, wanting to see through her
thoughts, and after pretending to be profound for a while, said, "The answer to this is actually
on the other person, just 'you'. Your friends' can ask people, all problems are like clouds in the
wind."Yang Yang burst out laughing: "Oh ho, Kieu, sister-in-law has also caught up with the
times, and has also started using the internet."Kieu Han Thoi grabbed her stack of documents
and hit her on the head, saying:"Dear sister is only forty years old, not a conservative old
woman. What are you still standing here dumbfounded for? Hurry up and ask. "Duong Duong
walked out to the door, put her hand on the door, was about to walk, but stopped, she turned
her head and asked Kieu Han Thoi: "General Kieu, in my opinion, two women stay together for
the rest of their lives proportionally. How much %?""What do you ask me to do? Ask yourself
first."Ask? Do not ask? Duong Duong's heart was confused.Nhan Ham on this side was also
frustrated all day, subordinates saw her unusual today and became confused, some even
suspected that this was a sign that the company was about to go bankrupt.While working, a
few people stopped and gathered to discuss Nhan Ham's unusual behavior today: "Is there
something sad about Nhan sister?" "I guess!" The person who was pretending to be cute was
looked down on by everyone at once."Perhaps love is not favorable, good people like Nhan
sister are always not appreciated. If it were me, I would definitely not let her suffer!" An angry
young man."Hey hey hey, I'm so nauseous, you're directing the movie Quynh Dao!" The person
next to him made a protest."What are you guys talking about that's so funny." Nhan Ham stood
behind them for a long time holding the documents, but unfortunately, all of them were very
absorbed in their heads, so no one noticed her, she couldn't help but speak up.Everyone
turned their heads at the same time, burning eyes focused on her, Nhan Ham took a step back
and asked, "What's wrong?""It's nothing, we talked about heaven and earth."Nhan Ham
handed the document in hand to them, saying: "It's been so long since we talked, are you
thirsty?""Not thirsty." Nhan Ham's unusually intimate gesture gave them goosebumps, no one
dared to say yes.Nhan Ham still had the same smile on his face as before, and said to them: "If
you're not thirsty, that's okay, I just told Tieu Trieu to run down to buy ice cream, now it's time to
call him back.""Thirsty, thirsty to death!"Nhan Ham was made fun of by them: "Talking about
food doesn't let work stagnate, you know?""Yes I know!"The ice cream cup was quickly



brought, but Tieu Trieu said he couldn't find it when he went to buy ice cream, instead the
person who went in was from the sales department.An employee of the sales department,
carrying more than 50 ice cream cups in a large bag, said, "Director Duong said she invited her
today." After saying that, he left, not giving them a chance to return.The expressions on
everyone's faces have many disagreements, but the only similarity is shock."You won't die if
you eat it, right?" The person who was asking looked at everyone, everyone shook their heads,
how do they know what the teacher is thinking.Nhan Ham lowered his head, his emotions were
confused, and he couldn't guess what the other person wanted to do.The person next to him
winked and gave a glass of ice cream to the colleague standing closest to Nhan Ham, wanting
her to be a sacrifice to ask Nhan Ham how to deal with this sugar-coated bullet coming from
the enemy side.Nham Ham said: "If Director Duong has good intentions, people should not
waste it."Today's weather is especially strange, maybe someone came out of the door and was
hit in the head by a meteorite.Duong Duong spent money to buy dozens of boxes of ice cream
to share for everyone to eat, looked at everyone happy because of the reward, said: "What is
the reward, a glass of ice cream with fifteen dong can't be called a reward, everyone. if you try
to work hard, the next time you order here, it will be Haagen-Dazs(*) ice cream!""Manager
Yang has spoken, next time invite us to eat Haagen-Dazs!" In the office, cheering and
dancing.When she didn't feed a bunch of hungry wolves, Duong Duong had to suffer the
unfortunate fate, whoever told her to bring up this name, if someone else didn't have the owner,
it was okay to say anything.At lunch, Nhan Ham, to avoid Duong Duong, left the office a little
early, unexpectedly Duong Duong also had the same idea, leaving work half an hour early.The
two met in the elevator, their eyes were looking straight ahead, not touching each other.The
elevator went down, stopping each floor, people went in one after another, the two people were
squeezed closer and closer together, until they were stuck in the same place.End of Chapter
11(*) Haagen-Dazs ice cream is the most famous ice cream brand in the world from the US.
There is a chain of ice cream shops, selling ice cream brands in countries around the world,
opening more than 700 branches in 54 countries or regions. Haagen-Dazs products include ice
cream, ice cream bars, ice cream and frozen cheeses.------oOo-----Chapter [12: ]: The same
sign attracts each otherEvery inch of Yang Yang's skin was like being crawled up by ants, as if
he was being pierced by an electric current, the alarm light in his head lit up, reminding her to
stay away for a while...Because in his heart, he felt ashamed no matter what he did, Duong
Duong glanced at Nhan Ham slightly, only saw the side of his face, his facial features were
elegant and harmonious, and his long, silky hair covered. Covering half of his face, Nhan
Ham's expression was terrifyingly calm, like only Duong Duong had a good feeling in the two,
but thought that after such a long time, Nhan Ham would definitely remember. Miss.Women
who love themselves are the saddest, Duong Duong can't wait to get that tasteless idea out of
his head.Duong Duong quickly stepped out of the elevator, Nhan Ham's voice behind her held
her steps: "Yang Yang, wait a minute."Yang Yang's legs suddenly turned into stone pillars,
Nhan Han put on high heels to the side and said: "Find somewhere to sit, I have something to
say to you." "No no, I want to go to dinner now." Duong Duong can imagine two people eating
at the same place. There is only one word to describe it – shame."Let's go to dinner, then."
Nhan Ham spoke with a gentle voice, and his attitude was not cruel, but Yang Yang's ears
today had some unexpected problems, no matter how he heard it, he felt a little
commanding.Duong Duong thinks that if you can't escape, then bravely face it.The two sat at a
table at the French restaurant downstairs, the waiter quickly brought tea and appetizers, then
served cold food, filling the space between the two.Duong Duong has faced all kinds of people
in society, no matter how strange the person sitting in front of her is, she can eat and drink and



talk freely, but this moment is like a rock. large enough to block her throat, making her even if
she's hungry, she doesn't want to move her chopsticks.Does this place have air conditioning
on?Nhan Ham said: "You don't misunderstand me, do you?"Duong Duong raised his head,
originally intended to laugh, but seeing Nhan Ham's serious face made the smile impossible to
come out.She firmly put down her chopsticks and said seriously, "No.""Have." Nham Ham
said."Okay, so what? Director Nhan won't be here to explain that insignificant
misunderstanding to me, will he?" Duong Duong relaxed."That morning...""Can't we bring it up
again?" Duong Duong lowered his head thinking to get up."The morning before you walked out
the door told me you despise married people who want to joke around, is that what you
mean?" Nhan Ham did not let Duong Duong escape.Why hasn't the volcano erupted yet, why
hasn't the meteorite fallen, why... Duong Duong is silent in his heart, saying: "Director Nhan, we
are all 'mature' adults, Besides, being away from my office for so long, there must be a lot of
work that needs to be done."Duong Duong took the bill and said: "Let's stop here, on the other
hand, can you please forget about that day? I don't want us to bring unnecessary trouble
together."This meal is so luxurious, I haven't eaten a piece, and I haven't touched a cup of
tea.Nham Ham held Duong Duong's hand and said, "I'm divorced.""Why do I care about that..."
Duong Duong didn't finish the sentence, then looked at Nhan Han in surprise, she discovered
that she really didn't know anything about Nhan Ham, and was a colleague for many years. So,
first I don't know that she is married, secondly I don't know that she has a child, and now I
know that she is divorced!Nhan Ham stood up, took the bill from Duong Duong's hand, and
said to her: "Okay, what I want to talk about is done, this meal I invite."Yang Yang took it back
from her hand and said, "No need."The waiter stood to one side, looking at the situation falling
into a deadlock situation, not knowing which side to take, and finally whispered a sentence:
"Then the two AAs are fair, each person pays." The waiter thought to himself, the thing in front
of him is really difficult to meet, the two women fight to pay, it's only a few dozen dong, why risk
their lives to die like that.Neither of them wanted to let the other pay, and decided to pay by
themselves.Everyone didn't eat enough for lunch, in such an atmosphere, who can eat in?
Duong Duong returned to the office to order food to be brought, the young man brought the
rice, followed by Dao Tu Ty. .Yang Yang turned around and took a look, then tore off the
packaging, opened the chopsticks, pretending not to see the scary and sinister eyes of the
other Dao Tu Sister."Grandma and Tieu Long Nu sit and eat together!" Dao Tu Ty used the
shortest words to imagine the scene of the war, the fierce massacre, and the blood
splattered.Cough-cough-cough-cough... Why did the chef give so many hot peppers today!
Yang Yang wiped away his tears, his eyes filled with tears, did not forget to shoot the killer eyes
in front of him, saying: "So what? Can't I have dinner with her?" Lots of stuff."The problem is
that you can't even eat a piece of it.""How do you know if we're eating or not, you're the savior
Jesus?" Duong Duong drank tea to wash away the spicy taste in his throat.Dao Tu Ty leaned
over and sat down, crossed his legs, looked extremely elegant: "I was sitting at the next table. It
was just that the two of them didn't notice it." Sick...Damn it, today is definitely not suitable for
eating, even drinking water is unlucky."It's work time now, if you have nothing to do, get out of
my office, it's best to roll into a block and roll out." Duong Duong's finger pointed to the correct
direction, telling Dao Tu Ty to use the most gentle method to automatically disappear in front of
her.Dao Tu Ty put his finger on his lips, revealing an exaggerated expression, saying: "Really
gay, did I say something wrong?""Go out!"The moment the worker becomes lazy just in time to
get out of work, the image of rushing to the timekeeper like a chicken is touched to the point of
blushing purple, frantically aiming forward, giving a noble thumb, Try to be one step fast and
touch the timekeeper screen.Looking at a group of people rushing away, in the office, only she



was in charge of cleaning.Duong Duong took the bag, closed the door of his office, when
passing by the door of Nhan Ham's office, he noticed that the light inside was still on.Nhan
Hanm's face is hidden behind the computer screen, his hands move quickly, constantly typing
on the keyboard, in an empty office this loud sound becomes even more prominent.Duong
Duong bent his finger and knocked on the glass door for 3 times, Nhan Ham raised his head,
the moment he saw Duong Duong show a surprised expression.Yang Yang walked away from
the glass door and said to her, "Is brother out yet?"Nhan Ham could not explain what the
purpose of Duong Duong was to do this, opened the office door, stood opposite and asked:
"What's wrong?""Nothing, just wanted to ask you when the shift is over?" If it wasn't for it to be
clear that he didn't have anything in his head, Duong Duong would think that he was
brainwashed, otherwise why would he suddenly exude so much love for his colleagues in one
night? As bountiful as the water of a stream that never ceases to flow.Nhan Ham looked
directly into Yang Yang's eyes and said, "What do you mean?""I..."In fact, Duong Duong did not
understand what she was really thinking. That is, action is always one step ahead of
thinking.Nhan Han lowered his head, sighed, in the empty office, only the two of them were like
pearls falling to the ground, she said: "I don't know what you want to do, you wanted to treat it
as if everything was fine. It's never happened, so please don't come near me anymore, it
makes me feel like I'm alone in this place so urgently.""Are you in a hurry?" Yang Yang
suddenly seemed to be energized, one hand on the door, and said: "I thought you looked down
on me, no matter how beautiful I dance in front of you, you won't frown. one."Nhan Ham's facial
expression is always the same as when standing in front of her is like a thin sheet of paper that
can't be thinner, so I still have weight in her eyes..*feng shui disdain: light, face
unchangedNhan Ham recalled, Duong Duong did dance in front of her, but she herself did not
know. And her expression at that time was also speechless, whether she frowned or not, she
couldn't remember.Duong Duong said: "The lunch at noon is meaningless.""It's because you
don't want to continue talking.""Cough cough, when I wanted to continue talking, you were
going to leave." Duong Duong frankly self-criticized, both of them were very stubborn, their
egos were also big, if one person humbled themselves a little, maybe this afternoon the
conversation wouldn't be like that."I know there's a good restaurant nearby, if you're not in a
hurry, let's go there and eat." When Duong Duong said this sentence, she only dared to stare
at the ceramic tiles and toes, not daring to look at Nhan Ham's face, she was afraid that she
would see a face of rejection."Can not." Nham Ham said.Tam Duong Duong seemed to have
been hit hard, still trying to smile and say: "This has nothing to do with...""I have to go back to
pick up Tong An.""Ah, is it far?""It's not too far from here." Nhan Xin suddenly found himself
carefully standing up, as if every step brought a sense of uneasiness."Let's go together, the
children's meals there are not bad." Duong Duong tried to recall, does this restaurant have
food for children?End of Chapter 12Yang Yang is as cunning as a devil =,=------oOo-----Chapter
[13: ]: KFC MealNhan Ham and Duong Duong sat on chairs waiting at the kindergarten,
surrounded by grandparents and parents who came to pick up children, they gathered around
a place to talk about raising and caring for children extremely excitedly, and the two of us
they're like alien monsters parachuting down here.An aunt sitting next to Nhan Ham warmly
asked, "What grade is your child in?" "Leaf class." Nham Ham calmly replied.The auntie looked
like she couldn't believe it, assessed Nhan Ham and said, "You don't look like someone with a
six-year-old child.""Thank you." Nham Ham is a bit unfamiliar with this honest compliment.
Duong Duong turned her head to the side but was still caught by Nhan Ham smiling.At this
moment, the scene was like a dream, if the two of them weren't crazy at that time, this scene
wouldn't have happened of course. Not knowing which direction things will turn, Duong Duong



can come with her to this place to pick up her child.Duong Duong looked at the children playing
in the distance, looked bored and returned, his eyes on Nhan Ham.Duong Duong has always
felt that Nhan Ham is a special person, mysterious like a transparent wind, getting married and
having children is always unknown, now that I think about it, General Kieu must have known,
but deliberately didn't. tell her. Nhan Ham as a mother is not only not tortured by her family,
causing her face to be emaciated, on the contrary, it gives off an interesting attraction.The bell
rang steadily, in the distance came the sound of hundreds of footsteps, lovely children in
kindergarten uniforms with all kinds of school bags on their backs running from the other side
of the corridor, like small tadpoles. swim to find mom.Nhan Ham searched for Tong An in the
crowd, his eyes swept over the chubby little faces in front of him, there was no Tong An inside.It
wasn't until the crowd dispersed that Nhan Ham was in such a hurry that he was like an ant
crawling on a hot pan. At this time, Tong An was pulled by one person holding his hand, the
other was wearing jeans and a pullover, his hair was cut neatly and bloomed. a smile appeared
on her dimples.Someone brought Tong An to face Nhan Ham, Tong An's eyes were red, like a
baby rabbit.Nhan Ham sat down, smoothed Tong An's clothes: "Tell me, what happened?"
Tong An shook his head, pursed his lips and refused to speak.The other smiled and said:
"Tong An's mother, hello sister, I'm the new teacher, my name is Pham Dong Dong. The story
is this, this afternoon there are some unwise boys who keep making jokes. But Tong An very
brave, chase away those bullies." Pham Dong Dong's hand was clenched into a right to
express the movement, Duong Duong thought to himself that this young girl is really a
kindergarten teacher, seems to be a bit overzealous.Her words were spoken too fast, so
outsiders couldn't hear her clearly, only faintly heard her introduce herself as Pham
Dong*.*Playing on words, it means that her name is a rice bowl or a bad person, not Pham
Dong Dong anymore. The word ƒ�zå is pronounced fàntáng, and the word ™m hv is pronounced Fânt�&ærÀ
because she speaks so fast, the word fàntángtong (2 bars 2 then read softly and read quickly it
will sound like bar 3).Tong An grabbed the teacher's hand and said, "Miss Pham Dong made
them apologize to me.""Thank you, teacher. Later, Tong An will have to ask her to take care of
her a lot." Nham Ham said.Pham Dong Dong scratched his head and said, "Actually, it's my
fault, the picture of today's lesson is about parents. As a result, Tong An said that the child's
father and mother were not together, the other children did not. stop talking about this. If I can
pay attention a little earlier, she won't be bullied."Nhan Ham lowered his head, Tong An looked
up at her, completely trusting her."That's right. I believe Tong An can understand and accept it."
Nhan Ham does not think that letting a 6-year-old child accept this is a cruel thing. She
respects Tong An, seeing her as a brave, independent child.Pham Dong Dong's eyes shifted
from Nhan Ham's body to Duong Duong's, her insensitive sixth sense instantly lit up, she
immediately thought of a possibility. Teacher Pham showed a wicked smile on her face, Duong
Duong really wanted to know what she was thinking in her mind.Before saying goodbye, Pham
Dong Dong always said he understood, making Duong Duong's mind blurry.Originally, the seat
next to Nhan Ham belonged to Tong An, but Duong Duong took one step ahead to seize the
throne, Tong An stood outside the car and looked at her with resentment.To be fair, Nhan Ham
decided to sit next to everyone, so the two of you sat in the back seat together.Duong Duong
stretched out his hand in front of Tong An and said, "Baby, I'm your mother's friend, you can
call me Sister Duong."Tong An's eyes are big and sparkling, and she looks like a doll: "Mother
said to be polite.""Huh?""Mother, should I call you auntie?" Tong An asked for the answer from
Nhan Ham.Yang Yang's face drooped a few dark lines and said, "It's okay, then you can call
Yang a di."Suddenly having an illusion of being bullied by the little girl, Duong Duong pondered,
thinking that wanting to benefit others is really not good. "Hello, Duong, my dear."Duong



Duong's family has many relatives, children are also countless, dealing with children has a kind
of trick, in a moment, he plays the game of tickling Tong An, Tong An curls up in her lap,
Duong's hand Duong crawled through the small arm to desperately poke fun, Tong An let out a
shrill scream, accompanied by bursts of laughter.On the occasion of the red light, Nhan Ham
turned his head and said, "Be a little more orderly."Duong Duong and Tong An both
immediately shut their mouths. Nhan Ham asked: "Where is the restaurant you
mentioned?"Duong Duong detailed instructions: "The restaurant owner and I are
acquaintances, even if it is full of people, we will still give us a place, so don't worry. Now I call
to confirm."Duong Duong hung up the phone, said in a serious tone to Nhan Ham: "The other
party said it was possible every day, but today it is not possible." Nham Ham puzzled asked:
"Why?""Because that place is holding a meeting to find a lover, children shouldn't come."
Duong Duong looked at Tong An, where there were all hungry men and women looking for
objects, the two of them bringing children in was like breaking up."So how now?""I think maybe
we should look elsewhere." Duong Duong blamed herself, the matter of going out to eat
together was proposed by her, not asking carefully in advance is her fault, it cannot be said that
it is not related to her. Maybe Nham Ham will blame her again, where has her usual flexibility
gone?Finally, the three of them entered KFC and ordered a family combo. Buying the children's
part is given with Hi Duong Duong or Khoi Thai Lang*, Tong An wants to Hi Duong Duong is
not enough, he also wants to have Khoi Thai Lang, Duong Duong forgets his previous intention
and also buys a part. children.Three people eat by the window, the bottom is full of leftovers
that have been thrown away, next to the children's play area, inside a child is sliding up and
down on the small slide, the sound can be heard. puncture the membrane.
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